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Abstract

This research defines the current gap between big data analytics and patent litigation. It discovers how big data analytics can be applied to the patent industry in order to create more effective risk analysis, an early warning system, and preventative strategies for inside and outside of the courtroom. Big data has the potential to modify current practices in the patent industry, namely geared towards aiding patent examiners, attorneys, inventors, jurors, and judges. It also offers a solution to the threat that patent monetizers pose on smaller companies and inventors, who often lose rights to their patents and other assets in these sometimes unavoidable lawsuits. This research examines the application of big data in the healthcare industry for real-time results and preventative measures. These actions set a good precedent for further diffusion into other industries, specifically patent legal. Features for future implementation and project development are presented as a roadmap to create a universal big data analytics system for the patent industry. Finally, this research will touch upon a case study of Apple v. Samsung and identify how the case might have yielded different results in the event that big data analytics had been applied to the legal proceedings.
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1 Introduction

This research intends to create a bridge between big data analytics and the patent legal industry. The industry can reap significant benefits from a suggested implementation of big data. This is demonstrated with examples of big data usage in the healthcare industry. Combined with a case study of Apple v. Samsung, we will analyze how decisions in the courtroom can be enhanced with big data’s predictive capabilities. Finally, we suggest a higher-level table of required features for future implementation.

For several years, big data has been a strategic tool in healthcare with the intention to reduce costs and save lives. Recently, these same tools have infiltrated the legal industry, primarily to differentiate competitive rates and judicial bias. Big data should, and can, be applied more effectively to the industry, specifically pertaining to intellectual property.

Benefits similar to those in healthcare can be mirrored in the patent legal industry. This is possible because the industries have two things in common: required proactive planning and real-time access to crucial information. Since big data facilitates healthcare to accomplish these tasks, the same can be achieved in the patent industry. Effective application can provide users in the patent industry with predictive analytics, risk management, and an early warning system that can yield more preventative litigation strategies.

A big data service will offer assistance to a variety of patent practitioners. With such a service, US Patent Office examiners can determine the validity of patents during the application process. If an application overlaps with an existing patent’s credentials, then the application can be denied. As a direct result, future legal and licensing obstacles may be eliminated. Patent holders and inventors can use the service to determine whether or not it is beneficial to pursue patenting ideas. Furthermore, big data will present the best ways they can protect their ideas from patent
monetizers and other plaintiffs. A lawyer would use big data to strategize in the event that his client is sued for patent infringement. Finally, judges and jurors can use the service to get a better understanding of the circumstances that a lawsuit is brought against a patent holder. An educated, non-biased jury, for example, has the potential to change the outcome of a case. By analyzing *Apple v. Samsung*, this study highlights how beneficial big data analytics can be to the above listed patent practitioners.

One of the primary purposes of this research is to unearth big data analytics ability to cut litigation costs, create effective strategies, cases, and witness testimonies, and predict case outcomes. This research will also study and apply the current technology used for implementing big data services in healthcare to the patent industry. A brief analysis of services, such as Hadoop, and programming languages, such as Python and R, will help formulate the ideal big data analytics platform and its required features.

The Literature Review will present existing research regarding big data, healthcare, and the patent industry. It will provide basic definitions for key concepts and components of this research. The chapter will conclude by demonstrating the gap that exists between big data and the patent industry. The Analysis will discuss a bridge over the portrayed gap. It will further analyze the case *Apple v. Samsung* and present an alternative to the final verdict based on the application of big data analytics. Both chapters highlight the effects of big data analytics on the healthcare industry in order to prove its effectiveness and cross-applicability. The Conclusion presents the contribution this research has to the legal and technology fields, the limitations and general barriers for implementing the ideal big data analytics system, suggestions for future research, and a final summary of our findings.
2 Literature Review

2.1 What is Big Data?

Businesses increasingly turn towards big data because of its strength in predictive analytics and high return on investments. In simple terms, big data encompasses a massive amount of information in different data formats. Analytics make data point correlations visible when, at first glance, they may appear nonexistent (EMC, 2015, p.4). Big data also has a high presence in internet activity. Companies, such as Amazon, benefit from collecting this type of information to make predictions and trend analysis that further organizational goals and maintain consumer satisfaction. Because of big data analytics, many businesses can make suggestions about what to buy, what websites to visit, and what social media accounts to follow.

A 2011 McKinsey Global Report officially defines big data as “data whose scale, distribution, diversity, and/or timeliness require the use of new technical architectures and analytics to enable insights that unlock new sources of business value” (EMC, 2015, p.5). McKinsey suggests that while big data can accomplish many complex functions for its users, it is just as crucial that big data optimization systems are created and maintained. Otherwise, minimal value will be gained. For businesses to keep up with the technologically changing global market, it is imperative that they update and expand their resources.

Storing information collected over the internet requires a business to have an abundance of disk space. Solid State Hard Drives that accommodate these needs are expensive, so businesses turn to cloud storage. Hypothetically, cloud storage does not run out of space, making the continuous acquisition of mass information easier and less expensive. The only disadvantage of cloud storage is security. The user cannot customize or enhance the security system that comes
with the cloud, making sensitive information more vulnerable to potential fraud. Companies with more funds can afford developing custom clouds with enhanced security features. Amazon and Google are two companies that maintain their reputation by securing user information and user confidentiality. This is achieved by hiring experts who develop customized cloud storage systems with built-in data encryption. These experts will regularly test the security wall to ensure that it cannot be breached by any type of hacker. If needed, they make necessary improvements to increase the cloud’s level of security. This is an important aspect to consider when developing a big data system that will be on a cloud. When storing and accessing sensitive information, security and data encryption should be top-level priorities.

Big data is composed of three characteristics: volume, variety, and velocity. Because of volume, mass information is accessible and useable. Facebook, for example, analyzes and stores all user activity in data warehouses. Variety implies that available data appears in different forms. Although a positive attribute, it guarantees a level of complexity, because businesses now experience an extra step in the data manipulation process—they must first convert the data into a single, readable type. Once the data is converted, it can be used for predictive analytics. Finally, velocity exemplifies the rapid speed at which new data can be created and for trends to change. This attribute presents a challenge, but can be overcome with support, and possibly machine learning, that accommodates to the changing environment.

These attributes make big data more difficult to analyze than other data types. Because of its distinctiveness, “it [was] predicted the market of big data technology and services will reach $16.9 billion in 2015, up from $3.2 billion in 2010” (Vanarse, 2014, p.4). This prediction is affirmed by big data’s 40% annual growth rate, which is 7 times the growth rate of general
information and communication technology (Vanarse, 2014, p.5). Big data acquisition is a developing field that many industries can tap into in order to further organizational goals.

Recent studies demonstrate a similar trend in big data growth. According to the International Data Corporation, in November 2015, “big data technology and services market [will grow] at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 23.1% over the 2014-2019 forecast period with annual spending reaching $48.6 billion in 2019” (IDC, 2015). The three V’s and these statistics are some reasons businesses are increasingly attracted to invest in big data. Velocity, variety, and volume are advantageous attributes, but they are hard to capitalize on unless properly addressed in an up-to-date big data system. Therefore, the reports and information that is procured by the three V’s reveal the most benefits to a business.

2.2 What is Patent Law?

In January 1975, the United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) was established to oversee the process of granting utility and design patents. Several requirements must be met before a patent can be accepted. First, the idea must be patentable subject matter with utility, novelty, nonobviousness, and enablement (USPTO, 2014). Patentable subject matter is broadly defined by past court decisions. In 1980, the Supreme Court decided in Diamond v. Chakrabarty that “Congress intended patentable subject matter to include anything under the sun that is made by man” (Cornell University Law School, 2015). This case set the precedent for future patentable subject matter to include anything except for abstract ideas, natural laws, and physical phenomena.

The utility requirement ensures that the invention or idea is useful and applicable to the real world. Someone with ordinary skill, or lack of knowledge about the subject matter, should understand how to use the invention without difficulty. In the USPTO’s Utility Guidelines, “Utility
must be specific to the subject matter claimed; not a general utility that [can] apply to a broad class of inventions” (Cornell University Law School, 2015). This presents a challenge to mobile phone developers, such as Apple and Samsung. This will be discussed later in the research. Despite such outlined rules, these companies race to patent general modifications that are applicable to most cellphone development. This was a major issue in Apple v. Samsung. The primary reason companies do this is for monetary gain, with the intent to push competitors out of the market. Such actions result in costly litigation.

The novelty requirement implies that the invention is new and/or unknown to the country that it is being filed in. This requirement is tested with a prior art comparison, in which the idea is supposed to be compared to existing patents and ideas, however this does present a major loophole (Cornell University Law School, 2015). In the past several years, there has been an influx in cellphone modification patents. The cellphone companies scramble to patent any improvements, therefore suggesting that they are novel. On the contrary, they are not, because every other company is patenting the same improvements. For example, both Apple and Samsung claimed rights to the slide-to-unlock feature on smartphones. As a result, lawsuits are filed left and right, to determine which improvement was patented first.

The fourth requirement is that the invention cannot be “obvious to a person having ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made” (Cornell University Law School, 2015). Usually this requirement is questioned in the courtroom after the patent is granted. An example is Apple v. Samsung, in which the presiding jury was technologically educated individuals with a bias towards one company’s product over the other. The composition of the jury raised many questions. First, was the jury composed of people with ordinary skill and understanding of the technology in
question? Second, can there ever be an unbiased jury in a case that relates to every-day-use technologies? These types of questions illuminate some of the implications in the patent process.

The final requirement is enablement, which requires a thoroughly written report in the patent application. The filer must present all details, including applicability, development, production, and maintenance. If it is not thorough enough, the USPTO has the right to deny the patent (Cornell University Law School, 2015). This requirement is weakly enforced, which is evidenced by the abundance of broadly-scoped patents. Many patents are mere skeletons comprising of only an idea and no substance to support the idea. This may be caused by the overflow of applications to the USPTO. It stresses the patent examiner to crunch in more application analysis in the same amount of time. Therefore, duplicate or overlapping patents can slip through the system, which presents a challenge and potential legal rift between patent holders.

The flaws presented above impact the legality of intellectual property. A patent holder can accuse and sue those he believes infringes on his patent, even for the vaguest reasons. If an inventor fears being sued, he can file a declaratory judgement to argue that the patent at issue is not invalid or that there is no reasonable justification for infringement (Cornell University Law School, 2015). Unfortunately, resolving these issues is not as easy as it may appear and will require a lot more time and money. These are only some of the ways in which patent law is effected by the flaws in the patent acceptance process.

For these reasons, we conclude that the patent system is flawed, beginning with the patent application process. A plan for improvements is necessary to prevent continuous legal debates, as seen between Apple and Samsung. Big data analytics presents itself as a solution to this dilemma, as will be discussed later in the research.
2.3 What is Apple v. Samsung?

Apple and Samsung continue to fight over their patents since 2011. Apple was the first to bring about legal charges by informing the public that Samsung “systematically copied Apple’s innovative technology and products, features, and designs, and deluged [the] markets with infringing devices in an effort to usurp market share from Apple” (Tibken, 2014). These bold claims were the beginning of what would become known as one of the most historic technology lawsuits of our time.

The companies argued about 5 Apple patents and 2 Samsung patents. Some of the debated features include universal searching, background syncing, quick links, slide-to-unlock, and automatic word correction (Tibken, 2014). One presumption is that Apple intentionally filed patents that were broad in scope in order to make patent overlap unavoidable. This goes against one of the primary guidelines for patent acceptance in the USPTO. Since Apple filed allegations first, it had more leverage in the courtroom. Even if the patented improvements were obvious and fundamental to keep afloat in the market, a company that implemented these would be held liable to Apple. Apple’s legal aggressiveness demonstrates its objective to maintain an industry clout. Apple achieving a monopoly, however, would not be beneficial, because it would reduce market competition. This leads to a lack of innovation along with slowed improvement and development processes. A competitive market, on the other hand, will force all companies to constantly release new products and improvements to uphold business and consumer satisfaction.

The 2012 decision for Apple v. Samsung dictated a win and loss for both parties. The Samsung Galaxy phones and the iPhone 4, 4s, and 5 were said to infringe on each other (Tibken, 2014). Samsung was found more at fault than Apple. As of December 2015, Samsung brought to
court a plea to receive $548 million in settlement back from Apple. It argues that “while Apple may hold the cash for now, if patents are deemed invalid or it were to win a case on appeal, it should be allowed to retrieve at least part of its payment” (Reisinger, 2015). In other words, Samsung believes that it can prove in court that Apple’s patents are invalid. This could potentially reverse parts of the 2012 decision. Furthermore, recent research demonstrates that several of Samsung’s patents in fact did not infringe on Apple’s intellectual property.

Back in July 2015, Facebook, Google, and eBay joined forces with Samsung to appeal in court for the reimbursement from Apple. They argued, “if Apple’s victory is allowed to stand, the possibility of subsequent patent lawsuits utilizing the same intellectual property could negatively impact the development of useful modern technologies and have a devastating impact on companies” (Reisinger, 2015). Just as these allies suggest, continuous debate in court can hinder growth in the technology industry by limiting resources for innovation. It may be that the future of patent litigation and technology development depends on how Apple v. Samsung unfolds and shapes the legal playing field.

As long as companies conduct basic improvements on their smartphones and patent them, infringement wars will not cease. Patent monetizers, such as Apple, are ruthless when it comes to suing others for supposed violation. Apple v. Samsung is the major precedent case that does not set a good example, but acts as a fruitful study in this research.

2.4 What Software is used for Data Analytics

Big data is challenging to process and analyze because it is composed of structured and unstructured data. There are other platforms, such as a traditional relational database, that are used to analyze and manipulate data. This database, however, reaps value from structured, instead of
unstructured, data. The raw, unstructured, data is more challenging to work with because it lacks uniformity in format and type (EMC, 2015, p.8). Big data is known for being unstructured, which means that it requires more processes and algorithms for conversion and manipulation than a traditional database.

Before big data became popular, data warehouses were introduced in a system called MonetDB. These large databases require extensive querying that provides businesses with the intelligence and decision support they need. Healthcare still implements MonetDB because of its speediness in producing real-time results. MonetDB has a hierarchical memory system that decreases its task completion time more than traditional relational databases. Another reason MonetDB is still in use is because it is constantly modified to remain up to date. It offers additional modules that increase functionality and applicability. Unlike many other databases, MonetDB implements its own language, called MAL, and is compatible with C languages. This makes it easier for programmers to develop extensively customized modules (Idreos, Groffen, Nesc, Manegold, Mullender, 2012, p.2).

There are some key ways traditional relational databases (RDBMS) differentiate from big data. Most simply, big data is not stored in database structures. Databases rely on tables, columns, and rows. The data is keyed in different entities, which can represent a person, thing, place, or concept. The entities are composed of attributes, which give value. The attributes are further broken down for tuples, which represent the value of the attributes in a specific instance of an entity. Relationships are then used to demonstrate correlations between the tuples in related tables, therefore creating structure.

Data warehouses are popular ways to store mass amounts of information. The Health Catalyst Late-Binding Data Warehouse is an example, which bridges the gap between big data and
traditional relational databases. A RDBMS relies on numerous system layers to conduct necessary
tasks. The top layer is the application layer, which creates the user interface. This is the only layer
that interacts with the user. This layer does contain SQL, which is used for querying and accessing
data, however the user is not aware of this continuous action. In this layer, the user’s selections
and actions are translated to SQL.

The Health Catalyst Warehouse, on the other hand, puts as much as possible of the
accessing, processing, and manipulating functions of a system into the application layer. Most
other big data warehouses now do the same. Data transformation, business rules application, and
semantically binding the data is fulfilled in one layer, instead of across many (Adamson, 2015).
This makes the system easier and cheaper to maintain, contrary to a RDBMS structure, however
it is similar to putting all your eggs in one basket—if there is an error, the entire system may be
inaccessible until the issue is resolved.

Hadoop, on the other hand, is an example of a big data platform. It offers a de-structured
filing system, which allows it to store thousands of data across nodes by using file directories.
These directories are organized hierarchically. In contrast, a RDBMS stores the data in tables with
assigned columns and rows (Adamson, 2015). With Hadoop, the data can be accessed across the
nodes more quickly to create or modify relationships.

Hadoop is relatively inexpensive to use, which is a slight byproduct of it abandoning the
RDBMS structure. Most relational databases use a Storage Area Network (SAN) configuration for
the disk drives, which is more expensive than the Direct Attached Configuration (DAC) that
Hadoop utilizes. In terms of conceptual design, big data requires less intricate administration
because maintenance of complex tuple relations no longer exists. With big data, relationships are
created on demand and are not stored in columns and rows (Adamson, 2015). The fact that big
data is simplified also makes solving storage redundancy issues easier on individual nodes than throughout entire databases.

Hadoop is popular because it is easy to use and is open source. This is another reason it is less expensive than other platforms. Companies with a tighter budget use it to avoid investing in extensive infrastructure. If there is a failure, fixing the issue is more feasible because there is an online community offering constant support. If a company using Hadoop has substantial hardware or access to the cloud, then it can store mass amounts of data. To put it into perspective, in 2011, each Hadoop cluster could store 200,000 terabytes of data (Adamson, 2015). Since then, it has grown significantly. It becomes the ultimate playground for firms that seek to expand their businesses without investing in expensive custom-built systems. Large social media outlets use Hadoop, benefiting from its unique ability to produce predictive trends about user interests and business objectives (EMC, 2015, p.24).

When choosing the optimal system to implement big data analytics, a firm should have an understanding of the existing analytics technology. In this case, patent firms must see if what currently exists can be applied to their needs. If they need more than what is available, then it is feasible to develop a central system for the patent domain that offers universal access to the information and analytics. In so doing, firms would be saved from the expense of creating and maintaining their own systems.

2.5 Programming Languages that work for Data Analytics

Choosing the best language to implement big data analytics can be challenging. This is because of big data’s reliance on historical information. Predictive analytics of this type of data can be achieved with only certain languages. Two popular languages for this task include Python
and R. Unlike others, these languages offer learning libraries that make understanding how to code more straightforward (Adamson, 2015). Furthermore, when choosing the right language, it is important that “a data scientist be capable enough to run machine learning algorithms on a dataset to derive meaningful insights” (Jeevan, 2015). Some may argue this is better accomplished with Python, since Python makes it easier to incorporate machine learning algorithms into functions.

A look at figure 1 demonstrates that although R is more popular, many organizations are Python advocates. Professionals prefer Python because it has a strong foundation in online learning and educational sources that makes it easier to learn. Data scientists have a larger network to communicate with when creating individualized analytics systems. Python is also more flexible to write linear and logistic regression algorithms, which are vital components for success in big data analytics. These algorithms require more knowledge in machine learning. Machine learning pertains to the ability of computer programs to teach themselves to grow and change when dealing with new data. Other languages, such as Python, have instructions made by individuals that use words from our dictionary to represent functions. Fortunately, because of Python’s extensive libraries, data scientists can learn how to apply machine learning to Python algorithms (Nicolauo, 2014).

The learning libraries offer an open community for users to share ideas and questions and receive guidance. There is more interest to expand Python capabilities. This is one reason there is a trend to use Python for statistical analytics, and researchers note that “over the past two years, there’s been a noticeable shift away from R and towards Python” (Nicolauo, 2014). Python can help the patent industry fulfill its big data needs. Whether it be “wiring together network applications, programming for the web, scripting and automating data processing jobs, if you are looking for one programming language to do all these tasks, then Python is the answer” (Jeevan,
Python has the capability to perform more than one function for its users. Because of its ease in applicability, it is a versatile language that should be used for the patent industry’s big data analytics system.

There are some reasons programmers might prefer R over Python. Whereas Python can complete many different tasks, R is geared specifically to statistical analytics. Although programmers can still do this in Python, it requires more lines of code than with R. A few extra lines of code can translate into hours of additional programming and higher costs. Businesses may not want to take on these added costs. The statistical, research, and data science applications of R make it a better candidate for those seeking to develop big data systems from ground zero. It would
not come as a surprise if “increasing numbers of business analysts and other non-programmers arm themselves with the R language” (Asay, 2015). Several industries in the business world adopt R as their language, such as Google, Facebook, and Wall Street traders (Nicolauo, 2014). They can afford investing to build a big data system from the ground up. For an industry with a smaller budget, it is not as feasible to use R.

When relating big data to the patent industry, programming in Python is our recommendation. Most big data services that currently exist for litigation are written in Python, which makes the creation of additional systems easier and less expensive for the industry. The Analysis section of the paper studies this conclusion in greater depth.

2.6 How Analytics are implemented in Healthcare

The healthcare industry relies heavily on a traditional database structure because of a hesitancy to transfer to a new system. One example is MUMPS, a file structure and language that is specifically used for storing EHRs (Electronic Health Records). MUMPS stands out from most traditional database infrastructure because it combines an accessing and manipulating programming language with a structure compatible with big data. It also can scale in size to accommodate for mass amounts of information. Fortunately, MUMPS handles querying data quickly, which is not common for traditional database platforms, thus making it a successful predecessor for big data processing (Byrne, 2015).

MUMPS was advanced for its time because it “has its own collection of global arrays stored in nonvolatile memory...A MUMPS global sticks around on a server, accessible at any given time to a computer within the system by the addition of [one] character” (Byrne, 2015). MUMPS globals are variables stored in structured data files. They are automatically and transparently kept
on the server, even when a program or process reaches completion. Since users can directly access the database without having to go through abstraction layers that facilitate communication of instructions between the application and database, querying is faster. Adding and updating information becomes an easier process. This construction can grow, to develop more relationships, without reducing overall turnaround time when it comes to aggregation and predictive analytics. These are important components to consider when conducting real-time analytics.

The healthcare industry is reluctant to leave MUMPS after so many years of relying on it. Transitioning to a big data system requires a different skillset, which most “Hospital IT experts familiar with SQL programming languages and traditional relational databases aren’t prepared for [because of] complexities surrounding big data” (Adamson, 2015). Transferring to a new system will require increased training and education efforts. The industry may not be interested in taking on these added costs.

Security remains the most prominent issue. MUMPS was made specifically for healthcare, to be compliant with HIPAA regulations and patient confidentiality. If installing, configuring, and administering big data is not done carefully or correctly, there is an increased risk in privacy breaches. Already, big data presents a security challenge to every industry, but in healthcare, this challenge becomes a major roadblock for implementation (Raghupathi, 2014, p.6). Most big data platforms run on open source technology, which means data security is only as good as the security of the service provider. The healthcare industry cannot, and will not, take this risk. Therefore, many in the industry remain with the technology they already know, which guarantees security and HIPAA compliance. That platform is MUMPS.

To avoid privacy concerns, it is important that healthcare remains with the status quo or selectively chooses a vendor that will build a custom and secure platform. If healthcare is interested
in plunging deeper into the pool of big data, then the most viable candidate may be Cloudera. This service is geared towards increased security measures through “authentication, authorization, data protection, and auditing. Other commercial distributors are working to add more sophisticated security that will be well-suited for HIPAA compliance and other security requirements unique to the healthcare industry” (Adamson, 2015). Security is one of the most important aspects to healthcare when transferring to technologically advanced services. It is promising that other cloud based services are following in Cloudera’s footsteps and trying to implement more security measures in their platforms. This way, the healthcare industry can be certain that the service they use is HIPAA compliant. As a result, the threat of security breaches and loss of patient information will not be a factor that deters healthcare professionals from using more advanced big data analytics.

In the meantime, healthcare has merit in its reluctance to transfer to purely big data systems. The industry can accomplish predictive analytics with MUMPS, although the system’s capabilities are slightly more limited than they would be with a modern big data platform. Although transferring to big data can be proven fruitful in patient treatment, the risk of exposing private information and violating HIPAA compliance is too great a risk to take. As this research will demonstrate, the patent industry faces the same challenge in security but no challenge in regulation.

2.7 How Has the Healthcare Industry Used Big Data?

Since 2010, healthcare reduced spending by $300 to $450 billion. This is in part due to the application of big data. A drop this large in spending accounts for 12 to 17% of annual healthcare costs (Groves, Kayyali, Knott, Van Kuiken, 2013, p.11). It has been proven that big data directly
reduces inefficiency in “clinical operations, research and development, public health, evidence based medicine, genomic analytics, pre-adjudication fraud analysis, device and remote monitoring, and patient profile analytics” (Raghupathi, 2014, p.2). Manipulating unstructured data for trend analysis is one way to reduce inefficiency. For example, by using big data analytics’ predictive features in Hadoop, the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services detected and prevented more than “$210.7 million in healthcare fraud in one year” (McDonald, 2016). This occurred because big data gives users the ability to go back in history and analyze all types of data to uncover anomalies and/or patterns. These findings are used to achieve business objectives and strategize plans, efficiency, and productivity.

A reason healthcare is adopting big data is because of Obama’s desire to reform the system. In 2009, the Obama Administration presented the idea of Health 2.0, a plan to improve patient, institutional, and insurance management. The plan’s success depends on big data. Part of the plan is Pillbox, which is a service that provides patients with important information about their medications. The user inputs details about the medication, such as name, color, or even shape. Then, the service will return important information about the medication that is patient-specific. Doctor Gang-Hoon Kim explains the benefits of this service: “Pillbox is designed to be user-friendly even for the elderly, or those who are unfamiliar with the internet. [It] is expected to reduce the cost of identifying pills and their effects, offer information about medicine using big data, and help maintain a clean medical system by checking the sale of medicine and medical records” (Jee, Kim, 2013). This use of big data is beneficial to the industry and patients for two reasons. First, a patient does not have to travel to a facility to consult a doctor about his medication. Second, doctors can devote their resources to in-person treatment of patients who experience
Health 2.0 encouraged hospitals to engage in more information sharing. This is important to healthcare because it allows patient information to be distributed quickly to technologically connected facilities. If a patient transfers to a new facility, his records can be shared electronically. This process saves time and money since patients do not have to complete redundant paperwork and doctors can study patient records in advance before making a proper diagnosis.

Indiana readily adopted Health Information Exchanges, also known as HIEs. Over 80 hospitals in the state are connected to transfer and share “information on more than ten million patients. Now, over 18,000 physicians can take advantage of this data” (Groves, Kayyali, Knott, Van Kuiken, 2013, p.3). They use the data to figure out what treatments work best for specific patients, when cures might not be as effective, and where fraud or poor use of resources exist. On a basic level, physicians use HIEs to easily and quickly transfer patients from office to office. The state reaps the most benefits in the emergency room. When patients are rushed to the ER, doctors immediately obtain patient information and can adjust treatment methods to avoid exacerbating the situation (Healthit.gov, 2014). HIEs save time, money, and lives when implemented in geographically broad healthcare systems.

Although Indiana readily adopted electronic record sharing, other states struggle with this task. Through government funding and incentives, some organizations were created to help this transition. Premier is a group-purchasing organization that compiles information from hospitals and healthcare providers. As a result, it “provides data-driven informatics specific for each group member” (Groves, Kayyali, Knott, Van Kuiken, 2013, p.6). This service improves patient
information sharing and ensures more cost effective and timely patient diagnosis. Already, more than 2,700 facilities and 400,000 physicians are signed up with Premier (Raghupathi, 2014, p.8).

Because of easy access to an abundance of information, Premier generates “clinical outcome measures, resource utilization reports, and transaction level cost data [reports]. This information improved healthcare processes at approximately 330 hospitals, saving an estimated 29,000 lives and reducing healthcare spending by nearly $7 billion” (Raghupathi, 2014, p.8). Premier accomplished these tasks because of big data’s speedy ability to tap into mass amounts of unstructured data and seek out patterns and/or anomalies.

In 2009, the Obama Administration passed the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act to make EHR transfers more attractive to hospitals. The administration offered incentives of $40 billion and an additional $2 billion to train employees to use EHRs. It was predicted that by 2019, 70 to 90% of all providers and hospitals will make this switch (Groves, Kayyali, Knott, Van Kuiken, 2013, p.7). According to HealthIT.gov, as of January 2016, “over 90% of Regional Extension Center enrolled providers are live on an EHR, and 3/4 of enrolled providers have demonstrated meaningful use of certified EHR Technology” (Healthit.gov, 2016). Figure 2 below demonstrates this success. The X-axis notes healthcare providers and facilities that use EHRs since January, 2016. The Y-axis demonstrates the percentage of beneficial use the participating centers experience (Healthit.gov, 2016). It is conclusive that the Obama Administration’s initiative had a positive impact on making the use of, and transfer to, EHRs more widely accepted.
Aside from government promotion, individual organizations create similar initiatives. Managing Care Company *Kaiser Permanente* developed and implemented an information sharing system called *HealthConnect*. This database aids companies to exchange information with affiliated parties. Kaiser boasts a 26.2% reduction in total clinical office visits since the implementation of *HealthConnect* (Groves, Kayyali, Knott, Van Kuiken, 2013, p.10). Decreasing traffic allows the doctors to spend more quality time consulting patients with urgent cases.

Furthermore, the Obama Administration made it easier for facilities to share information with Common Exchange Representation, or CER. It is nationally defined as “an artificial language for representing the information in EHRs, which has well defined syntax and semantics, and is capable of unambiguously representing the information in any EHR from a typical EHR system” (Pasquale, 2013, p.61). Now, EHRs can be transferred to national facilities without the worry of data format incompatibility. The Administration helped eliminate some of the excuses that facilities would make about accepting electronic sharing.
Big data acceptance has become more widespread with the Obama Administration reforms. EHRs make it possible for patients to transfer amongst facilities with ease. Practitioners can access patient information to create more individualized treatment plans and save time, money, and lives. These benefits are widespread in the healthcare industry, and perhaps can be carried over similarly into other industries, such as the legal industry.

2.8 The Application of Big Data to Healthcare R&D

Whereas the healthcare section of this research presented how big data’s application to patients, hospitals, and doctors is beneficial, this section highlights other benefits seen in healthcare research and development and pharmaceuticals. As will be demonstrated in the Analysis, parallel benefits can be reaped in the patent industry.

The Obama Administration continued to impose initiatives on medical research and development. It began with a 2012 $200 million initiative to expand biomedical research specifically through big data analytics (Jee, Kim, 2013). Because of this emphasis on big data application, there are several applications of big data to R&D that are worth noting.

In 2009, IBM and the European Union combined resources to find a more effective combatant to AIDs. It is difficult to find a lasting treatment for HIV because of its morphing capabilities. Big data analytics makes this task easier because the data is constantly updated whenever changes in HIV resistivity are identified (Tomasco, 2009). As part of IBM and the EU’s agreement, IBM contributed the EuResist project to this cause. EuResist is composed of big data tools that the scientists use in their research. Because of this new access, scientists conduct more effective genomic analysis than ever before (Jee, Kim, 2013). EuResist Scientific Coordinator Maurizio Zazzi noted, “The ability to analyze clinical, laboratory and demographic data
accumulated over the years significantly improves prediction of the right combination of drugs that works for the maximum amount of time” (Tomasco, 2009). *EuResist* maintains a success rate of 76%. This rate is unprecedented by traditional databases and research methods (Jee, Kim, 2013). The analytic power of big data produces these real-time results, which is crucial for healthcare R&D. As you will see later, this is just as important in the legal industry.

Other research that benefits from big data analytics pertains to asthma prevention. Researchers developed a device called the *Asthmapolis* to monitor inhaler usage. Big data is applied in the GPS tracker which sends geolocation information to a remote database. The database then combines the collected information with data from the internet about the location and population trends. With compiled *Center for Disease Control* (CDC) information about asthma catalysts, researchers procure a clearer understanding of what and where asthma is more prevalent, make trends and predictions about the development of asthma in certain regions, and determine how to create more patient-specific treatment and preventative plans (Groves, Kayyali, Knott, Van Kuiken, 2013, p.12). Without big data analytics, this would not be a feasible task and individual health would be at a higher risk.

As of April 2016, big data analytics also helps with the production of numerous vaccines. According to the *Industrial Engineer*, McKinsey & Company constantly uses big data to create patient specific vaccines. Their analytics provide in-depth reports on patient’s blood components as well as individualized predictions of patient reactions to certain shots. Vaccine production increased by 50%, resulting in savings of $5 to $10 million per year for McKinsey & Company (Industrial Engineer, 2016, p.13).

The successful application of big data analytics to real time research and development demonstrates its effectiveness and accuracy in predictions. It positively impacts people's lives
through preventive medical strategies and individualized patient treatment. Success seen from real-time application and manipulation of big data in healthcare R&D makes it a promising service for the patent industry to implement, especially since they have similar needs.

2.9 How Big Data is currently used in Litigation

Currently, big data currently is implemented to compare competing law firms. By analyzing information about costs and legal fees, law firms can adjust their rates against those of competitors. One big data service is TyMetrix Analytics, which is implemented for the above reason. Managing director, Craig Raeburn, describes the way this service increases firm competitiveness: “Law firms have utilized [it] to benchmark themselves against the industry. Many have used our LegalView data warehouse to compare their rates and understand the best way to position themselves with clients—low-cost provider or high-end value player” (Dysart, 2013). Services such as TyMetrix can change the legal landscape for the reasons mentioned above. Further developing these services will only increase the benefits that firms can receive in different aspects of the business.

Lawyer Metrics is another big data service that predicts and compares lawyer success rates. This is achieved by sifting through biographical data, including information about sports history and non-legal publications. Analyzing these factors ensures that the system “explores the associations between performance and several dozen success traits…that firms overlook or give less weight to…. It reveals that law firms are often systematically overvaluing some attributes, ignoring others that really matter, and generally making bad tradeoffs in both entry level and lateral lawyer drafts” (Katz, 2013, p.27). Evaluating the quality of lawyers and their ability to perform is
beneficial to any firm. With this knowledge, a firm can hire lawyers that are versatile, but also assign lawyers to specific cases that cater to their personality and work ethic.

There is also a steady rise in case prediction service, such as LexisNexis. This platform stores domestic and international cases on record. Its intention is to help lawyers find similar suits that can be used as precedent cases. Firms will hire chief knowledge officers, also known as data scientists, to extrapolate data that can prove useful in case development. One North Carolina officer, Bill Turner, explains, “The ability to learn in real-time and gain insights from meaningful, predictive data is increasingly important to delivering new levels of value to clients” (Dysart, 2013). It is promising that firms currently use big data, although its usage is limited. Analytics can be further expanded to predict case outcomes, just as it is used in healthcare to predict patient treatment and recovery procedures.

Big data is a key to unlocking effective case prediction. Intellectual property can require differently formatted data, images, and videos, which presents a challenge to lawyers who spend valuable time searching the internet for useful information. Identifying information that appears in different formats is not easy because of possible inconsistencies. Some of these inconsistencies include differently designed data structures (for example, an article may write a date in mm/dd/yy or dd/mm/yyyy format, a court case may write a date in month, date, year format, and an image might have the date in mm/dd/yy format on the bottom right corner), having no clear links between data and sources (for example, a court case references a patent in the USPTO but there is no obvious link, such as a patent ID or a website, to make the connection between the two data points easier to understand and access), data that is not organized (for example, a patent may include images or videos on its file that are necessary for case analysis, however they are not conveniently organized within the patent file to be quickly available and useful), and source data that does not
match its target (for example, a patent file references a prototype video on a webpage, but the link is not updated in the event that the prototype video is taken down or relocated on the web. This may increase the difficulty and time to create an analysis, because the proper link must be traced between the two) (Ryan, n.d., p.6).

To compensate for inconsistent data as described above, a conversion program is necessary. It is a problematic and costly addition to any system that must be held accountable for all possible variations of data inconsistencies, however it is necessary in the patent industry, in which lawyers need to analyze and make predictions while accessing all the data types used as evidence (Ryan, n.d., p.6). This is part of the data mapping process in developing any system, and it is crucial to understand beforehand what information is worth converting so as not to exacerbate costs. Using services like LexisNexis and hiring data scientists will help speed up the process of evidence acquisition and removing data inconsistencies so that all data formats can be beneficial to a lawyer.

The secret to discovering discrete information that can make a case strong is through semantic searches. This is a unique process in which a lawyer searches for concepts or words that relate to the case. The database will return an extensive list of data as well as previous cases that are useful for case development (Martin, 2013). Another way semantic searches are beneficial is to understand different legal systems laws, jargon, and patents. This type of search will translate these information points into understandable sets. As a result, barriers between international legal systems will be diminished.

Despite these benefits from big data analytics in the legal industry, there are limitations. The legal industry has not fully used all of big data’s capabilities. It uses big data now merely for competitive pricing, which only brushes the tip of the iceberg. Big data can be used so much more
efficiently in valuable fields and applications, including risk management and early warning prediction. These are some of the limitations that this research plans to eradicate. Big data enables real-time insights for better strategic decision-making, risk management, and case prediction. These features would be invaluable to the patent industry.

2.10 How Patent Litigation currently uses Big Data

The patent industry does use big data to an extent. The United States Patent Utility (USPU) is a web-based licensing platform for inventors and growing businesses. The platform sifts through millions of patents from the US Patent and Trademark Office and analytically matches companies with concepts and/or inventions with similar business objectives (Litan, 2015). Although beneficial, it does not resolve some of the key issues inherent in the patent industry. The USPU offers only basic services that do not help detect patent overlaps or make predictions about future cases. This research will demonstrate how the industry can reap more benefits by implementing a proper big data analytics system that capitalizes on all of its capabilities.

Some firms utilize big data to identify cases that will yield a high success rate. LexisNexis is known for its new service Lexis Advance MedMal Navigator, a platform that predicts the outcomes of medical malpractice suits. Studying past cases enables it to identify potential witnesses and experts to be consulted during case development (Dysart, 2013). Lex Machina is also similar to LexisNexis, but it is used primarily for intellectual property law. With more than 4 million documents pertaining to patents, lawyers have access to the most lucrative information in the market. Backed by Apple, Cisco, Intel, Microsoft, and Oracle, Lex Machina can map “every electronically available patent litigation event and outcome to bring openness and transparency to IP law” (Katz, 2013, p.32). Lex Machina’s limitation is its lack of applicability to many firms. It
is a beneficial service, but only those who can afford paying for it have access to it. It also does not offer early warning and predictive analytics. It is more of an online repository of intellectual property court cases and patent records than anything else. We suggest, however, using it as a base to create the ideal universal big data system.

Lex Machina’s primary programming language is Python, with additional Java processing capabilities. Lex Machina relies on the Pyramid Web Framework, which is open source for Python programmers. It offers simplicity, documentation, speed, reliability, and openness for developers and/or users with minimal programming experience. Therefore, it is not costly to invest, because as the Pyramid creators say, “You can get results even if you have only a partial understanding of Pyramid. It doesn't force you to use any particular technology to produce an application, and we try to keep the core set of concepts that you need to understand to a minimum” (Pyramid, 2016).

Although existing, the current implementation of big data services in the legal industry is severely limited. This implementation deficit is what we intend to fix, specifically in patent litigation. This can be achieved by implementing a universal version similar to Lex Machina that amends the patent filing process, produces early warning systems, and develops more cost effective preventative strategies inside and outside of the courtroom. This type of system would be available to all patent industry practitioners.

2.11 Gap Analysis

We have the ability to resolve some of, if not all, the issues in the patent industry. One of the key dilemmas is that an influx of minor and repetitive patents are granted. As a result, there is a rise in the number of lawsuits. This creates a trickle-down effect, because now it is much easier to patent an idea. This means fewer ideas may be competitively innovative. This is not a good
repercussion, since innovation is a key factor that provokes companies to make revolutionary advancements to technology. The types of patents that drive innovation and competition are termed “homerun” patents. Because of the ease in granting patents for almost any idea, homerun patents are often brought to court against the newer, less innovative and competitive patents, which wastes time and money for all parties. When many generic patents flood the USPTO, resources are diverted away from innovative patents that can be more beneficial to society (Litan, 2015).

Our research will demonstrate big data’s ability to alleviate this industrial burden. An analytics system can sift through existing patents to see if there are matches with incoming applications. If overlaps exist, the system can weigh the impact the patents may have on the business environment and whether or not granting a patent is just in the first place. Aside from helping companies avoid costly settlements, resources would be saved for USPTO examiners who need to focus on homerun patent reviewal. With this respect, a big data system would provide optimal benefits to the USPTO in making the application process swifter and less prone to mistakes, such as lawsuits about patent overlap.

The benefits of a big data system are in fact plentiful. For example, Harvard Business School Professor Karim R. Lakhanu notes that businesses can save money by hiring data scientists who conduct patent and case searches, because they would avoid high legal licensing fees. Many professionals and analysts concede that “there’s no better time to unlock and democratize the US patent portfolio [than now]. When it comes to expanding US business opportunities, [big data], this oft-misunderstood resource, proves itself to be a gentle giant, not a Goliath (Litan, 2015). It is crucial that businesses and the USPTO understand the power of big data and embrace it. Big data is not something to fear, but rather something to embrace.
The benefits of using big data outweigh the costs, making the use of a big data system in the patent industry more viable than before. This research will add more to what we already know and don't know about big data analytics and its application to the patent industry. It will help fill the gaps to answer questions such as, why isn't the patent industry already using universal big data services to alleviate industry burdens? Finally, this research will present a solution to the issues present in the industry by suggesting the required features for a universal big data system.

2.12 Literature Review Conclusion

The research reviewed can be applied to the final synthesis of big data and patent law. Big data’s application to healthcare and its current position in the legal industry provide a basis for its future in patent law. Currently, it helps decrease costs, save lives, and promote R&D in healthcare. In the legal industry, it cuts costs, helps firms compare competitor fees and rates, and predicts suit outcomes. The healthcare and patent industries are very similar in that they both require proactive planning and real-time access to strategic information. It is unclear why the patent industry does not implement more big data analytics, other than the cost of doing so. Big data can be used effectively if implemented in a universal system available to all patent practitioners.

Early signs of big data adaptation exist in the patent industry, such as Lex Machina. However, a gap exists in the pre and post patent application process. Pre-application, the USPTO is flooded with an overabundance of applications. This makes it difficult for examiners to study each idea and grant patents to those that fulfill all the requirements. Post-application, patent holders seek avenues to sue another patent holder for infringement. Going to court is an exorbitant expense which exhausts many resources that can be used for more crucial cases in the legal system, as well as for innovation. The case study for this research is Apple v. Samsung, a legal situation that molds
the industry’s future. The case encompasses many of the issues discussed in this research, and therefore is a strong predictor of our future in patent litigation.

The gaps discussed in the patent industry can be amended with effective big data analytics implementation. Such change can lead to an early warning system and preventative strategies for inside and outside the courtroom. Big data can dictate which patents should be granted and which ones overlap. The Analysis will demonstrate how and why big data can be applied as a strategic tool to patent litigation and the patenting process. This will undoubtedly cut costs, create more effective strategies and cases, and predict case outcomes to avoid such a debacle as Apple v. Samsung from occurring again.

The cost of implementing and maintaining a big data service is a small price to pay in comparison to the thousands of dollars that go into filing and settling patent infringement suits. It is important that the industry understands what current platforms exist and what the best languages are for implementation. The Analysis chapter will also produce a recommendation for the best platform, language, and other features for the patent industry.
3 Analysis

3.1 Existing Gaps in Big Data’s Application to Litigation

A key aspect of intellectual property litigation is risk analysis. Because it is “a matter of critical importance for parties involved in IP litigation to continually assess their respective risks during the entire progression of the case, starting from its filing time, or even prior to filing,” proper risk analysis should be available to diminish the possibility of exacerbating costs (Surdeanu, Nallapati, Gregory, Walker, Manning, 2011, p.1). As a result of not performing proper and thorough risk analysis, inventors may lose patent ownership and become indebted to patent monetizers. In some instances, damages paid by the defendant can amount to millions of dollars, as seen with Apple v. Samsung. It is usually hard to settle IP litigation because while the law says one thing, consumer use and favoritism might say another about the technology in question.

Risk analysis yields several key benefits. Its immediate effect is to help decide whether to file a case or not. Involved parties can predict which direction the case will take and what costs they will incur. Ideally, this would deter long term and expensive cases from being filed. The proper risk analysis would be composed of “a logistic regression classifier to capture historical features and a novel relational model using conditional random fields to jointly predict the outcomes of concurrent and related cases” (Surdeanu, Nallapati, Gregory, Walker, Manning, 2011, p.5). In other words, the logistic regression classifier seeks out anomalies and patterns by analyzing historic, unstructured data and applying these findings to the current cases and data that might be related. This algorithm has the capability to produce 22% more accurate outcomes than when a lawyer conducts manual research (Surdeanu, Nallapati, Gregory, Walker, Manning, 2011, p.6). In so doing, the user can determine if the current case has the potential to be as expensive and lengthy
in court as some past cases. The logistic regression classifier will offer the user a prediction of the costs and length of the case. This is one reason big data is important; it can be used to access past information and create value from it. This is something lawyers have not been able to do in the past.

A risk analysis also demonstrates if the costs of arguing in the courtroom outweigh the benefits of settling outside. Settling outside requires different mitigation techniques and an agreement where both parties compromise. Usually, one party will not suffer indefinitely at the hands of the other. A risk analysis that compares the two mitigation strategies for individual cases will ease burdens on the judicial system, judges, and juries, resulting in a lighter caseload and more time for more serious lawsuits. Therefore, minor patent monetization filings should not expend as many valuable resources as they currently do, especially in districts such as the Eastern District of Texas.

One challenge with a big data risk analysis is keeping it up-to-date. IP cases and patents are filed daily alongside the general trend of technological growth. An analysis platform derived from a traditional relational database would not solve this challenge like big data. Data warehouses are automatically scheduled to constantly update the stored information. Since big data performs functions automatically, involved parties would not have to expend valuable time searching for evidence. A user may only need to know keywords to perform big data fact-finding in case development.

The ideal risk analysis would consider the case’s merit and prior factors. Case merit should yield any conflicts that may currently exist or arise in the future between the questionable patents. If there is no relation between the two, then the case has no merit and can be dismissed. A big data platform accelerates this process by reporting about similarities and differences through the
implementation of an algorithm. This algorithm can be as simple as a semantic search, which is discussed in further detail later.

Prior factors will determine the likelihood for success in the courtroom. Factors under consideration include opposition success rates, potential bias of the presiding judges, and circumstances that may result in unprecedented outcomes (Surdeanu, Nallapati, Gregory, Walker, Manning, 2011, p.2). This research tool can be implemented through an algorithm, similar to those comprising LexisNexis. However, it is noted that the algorithms in LexisNexis are only advanced enough to compare competitor costs and success rates. The ideal tool would build upon these capabilities, and further detect relationships amongst cases and judge bias.

Another issue industry professionals face is a language barrier. Patents may implement differing legal syntax, especially if they originate from different countries. Differences in global legal systems make arbitration challenging for universally accepted patents. Because technology is widespread and patented globally for the international market, infringements are often unavoidable. Resolving these cases is more challenging because they need to comply with the differing legal systems, and yet they are often resolved in a country that is not their filing country. Patent holders will do this because the decision might be more favorable than in another legal system.

Apple v. Samsung is one case that was brought to different countries, each offering somewhat contradictory decisions. Ideally, a big data platform should adapt patents to every legal system. It would translate languages and legal procedures, finding similarities amongst the different legal systems. This can help avoid international litigation that does not reach the same decisions and deter companies from choosing some legal systems over others (Martin, 2013). At first, we considered a big data platform as a means to fix the American patent industry. However,
technology reaches beyond global boundaries, and therefore it is not feasible to isolate the patent industry, its litigation, and its implications to one country. A universal big data platform that we propose should also be available to international legal systems.

Discovering overlaps in patents is possibly the most important task a big data platform can achieve. This is because it can prevent a clog in the USPTO’s application process and prevent future suits in court. Such a use of big data does not currently exist in the patent industry, therefore creating a gap. As previously mentioned, this gap can be bridged with a semantic search in big data. A semantic search is officially defined as “a data searching technique in which a search query aims to not only find keywords, but to determine the intent and contextual meaning of the words a person is using for search” (Redondo, 2014). In 2013, Google announced its semantic search algorithm called *Hummingbird*, which is intended to produce more specific search results in web browsers. For example, if a user types “Asian cuisine” into the search engine, closes the window, opens a new one, and types in “Chinese,” Google will return a list of Chinese cuisine. *Hummingbird* allows Google to access and create historic-based trends to predict exactly what the user would like to see.

In our big data platform, thorough analysis of what the user enters can yield more specific results, quite like Google’s *Hummingbird*. This would be considered a domain-specific big data service because it “unleashes the power of previously unknowable insights into the trajectory of technology innovation and core company-specific product plans” (Martin, 2013). This type of big data implementation has the potential to advance strategic decision making, thus becoming a deterrence for patent monetization and costly legal warfare.

Something lawyers currently are not privy to is metadata. Digging into patent metadata can uncover trails to other patents and other useful information for case development. The user may
be overwhelmed with information overload, however big data brings together the structured and unstructured data, therefore saving time in research. This also avoids alienating the user with an abundance of information. With big data, lawyers can capitalize on metadata trails (Martin, 2013). For example, creating these links will expose the frequency that similar cases go to court. As a direct result, lawyers can make more informed decisions when preparing for court so that they are not there for a long time. Lawyers can study in more depth the patents’ contentious parts and become aware of what the future may hold for the case.

As mentioned in the Literature Review, LexisNexis is a service that some firms use. One California based firm, Dummit, Buchholz & Trapp, uses it because it “allows [one] to determine in 20 minutes—versus 20 days—if a case is worth taking on. This tool is a powerful, one-stop solution for attorneys” (Dysart, 2013). Malpractice attorneys are LexisNexis’ biggest clients. The algorithms used can be beneficially integrated into our system for IP professionals. For example, LexisNexis stores domestic and international cases. This feature is crucial for reasons previously mentioned. Chief Architect of the company, Ian Koenig, says, “We have the tools and analytics to look across [all] this data in a way that helps attorneys glean insights into potential case outcomes. There are things law firms don’t know today simply because they’ve never stored and correlated all this data” (Dysart, 2013). This is important because it opens many doors for predicting case outcomes and finding the most efficient way to resolve a case. In the IP industry, it will be incredibly beneficial since patents reach beyond domestic boundaries and question patents around the world. LexisNexis will be one of the good starting points for the development of our big data system.

Alongside LexisNexis is Lex Machina, offered only to IP firms to reap similar benefits as malpractice attorneys do. Lex Machina searches the internet for information that can be used for
existing cases. Collected data is stored in a database, where basic algorithms are implemented to map out possible correlations. The service can predict the direction a case may take. Silicon Valley IP attorney Vicki Veenker expressed her faith in Lex Machina: “My prediction is that in the long term, others will join me and big data will bring more transparency to the IP marketplace” (Dysart, 2013). Her support for big data implies that it can be very helpful to the patent industry. This provides hope for a future in this field in which big data is widely accepted and used for all its capabilities. As previously mentioned, Lex Machina is only available to firms that can afford an expensive bill for using the service. The ideal big data system would be universal with more advanced features than Lex Machina.

In conclusion, services do exist to enhance case development. Although the patent industry has access to Lex Machina, it only provides limited resources and not all firms and general industry practitioners can access it. Much can be done to improve what currently exists, and to make big data analytics more adaptable for different cases. The following sections will annotate how healthcare uses big data analytics services, how this relates to the patent industry, and how it's potential application to Apple v. Samsung might have changed the overall decision and the way patent cases are currently resolved in the courtroom.

3.2 The Relationship between Big Data, Healthcare, and Litigation

The healthcare industry sets a good example with its use of big data early warning systems. One notable system is MediSys by the European Commission. This system identifies potential threats to public health by pooling information from internet reports and other sources. Search and analysis is limited to current and pressing public health issues. This is because if there is a national health issue, professionals will need access to only the most recent information. Analysis based
off past information is not helpful to these professionals when having to make real-time decisions about pressing health issues. The emphasis on recent information is made possible with an algorithm that analyzes severity, frequency, and novelty of article content. When the system finds breaking news, it alerts public health officials, who then take the matter into their hands and notify the public (European Commission, 2014). This is one example of an effective and immediate early warning system. Its success makes it a good forerunner for the early warning system that this research outlines for the patent industry.

Other applications of big data to biomedical R&D are seen across the board. Columbia University utilizes big data to better understand patients with traumatic brain injuries. Combining experimentally collected physiological data with internet sources helps to identify “critical and timely information to aggressively treat complications. The advanced analytics is reported to diagnose serious complications as much as 48 hours sooner than previously in patients who have suffered a bleeding stroke from a ruptured brain aneurysm” (Raghupathi, 2014, p.8).

If big data can be applied to healthcare, where real-time is crucial for saving lives, it is reasonable to suggest that it can also be applied to the patent industry, where real-time is also crucial to resolve issues in and out of the courtroom. Both healthcare and IP rely on analysis of structured and unstructured data, access to constantly updated information from an abundance of sources, and predictions about the future of individuals and patents. Since healthcare has already laid the foundation for big data usage in existing platforms, the patent industry can use these as a foundation to develop a patent specific system.

Pharmaceutical R&D also implements big data analytics when it comes to patenting drugs. A big data service called PubMed is offered for researchers to search through existing patents (Magalhães, Quoniam, Ferreira, Boechat, 2013, p.2). By using this service, scientists will discover
if similar drugs are already patented and on the market. This can avoid costly litigation. Secondly, by using what research already exists, scientists can produce competitively new and improved drugs. This promotes innovation without the threat of litigation. PubMed also offers what we would define as predictive trend analysis. These trends aid scientists to foresee the direction that medicine and epidemics may take. These features would be highly beneficial to complete many of the patent industry’s big data tasks. Therefore, PubMed’s algorithms and implementation can act as another foundation.

A reason scientists and doctors prefer access to big data versus traditional data stored in relational databases is because it facilitates understanding global health “that is fundamentally different from [information] yielded by the disease reporting of the traditional public health infrastructure” (Magalhães, Quoniam, Ferreira, Boechat, 2013, p.9). The traditional infrastructure does not necessarily yield real-time results, which can make it more prone to errors. But since big data returns results in real-time, scientists make more accurate and timely decisions in drug development. As previously mentioned, the same feature is crucial for the patent industry.

The few examples above provide a backbone for understanding the direction we would like to take in terms of building a big data platform for the patent industry. It is important to remember that both the healthcare and patent industries require proactive planning and real-time access to information. Just as PubMed can prevent drug patent infringement, a similar platform can be as effective in preventing unnecessary technology patent litigation. In both industries, this layer of protection makes the invention and patenting process easier with less fear for legal repercussions. PubMed is the poster child for our big data analytics system. Now, we can analyze Apple v. Samsung, and apply a big data early warning system to it in order to yield an alternative outcome.
3.3 *Apple v. Samsung: The Decision and its Applicability in the U.S., Japan, and China*

Although *Apple v. Samsung* was brought to several international courts, the United States decision held the most weight. The American jury decided that Samsung infringed on more of Apple’s patents than Apple infringed on Samsung’s patents (Tibken, 2014). They reached the consensus that Samsung did not copy some features, such as slide-to-unlock, which appears on almost every smartphone. The jury’s reasoning was that one company cannot hold a monopoly over such a universal mechanism (Tibken, 2014). This decision confirms the requirement that a patent cannot protect something deemed common or necessary. A majority of smartphones, if not all, require a version of the slide-to-unlock feature for security purposes. Therefore, it cannot be defined as a unique characteristic that only one developer has the rights to own.

*Apple v. Samsung* was also settled in Japan, which has a specialized court called the IP High Court. The High Court’s judges are more experienced in IP than those presiding in the U.S. system. Furthermore, these judges are aided by former patent examiners who yield a more thorough understanding of technology limitations and jargon. Therefore, “armed with complete knowledge of technical details and the patent application examination procedures, the system ensures that the IP judges clearly understand the technology and the law when deciding the scope of a patent claim and whether an infringement has occurred” (Bajwa, 2014, p.97). As a result, there is more informed decision making and less biased results. On the other hand, in the U.S. system, the responsibility rests on the judge, or a “non-biased” jury, that must apply their limited understanding of IP to preside over cases. The judges and/or jury may not receive adequate professional guidance as they do in Japan, making final decisions rather questionable.
Whereas the U.S. jury favored Apple, the Japanese IP High Court favored Samsung. Research can only speculate as to why Japan supported Samsung’s allegations. Some suggest that the U.S. jury was predominantly composed of Apple users and that Japan was biased towards Samsung because it is an Asian company, headquartered in Korea. Regardless, both decisions demonstrate the difficulty a legal system has in reaching an unbiased, educated decision. It is even more challenging to reach such a conclusion regarding technology, because everyone relies on it in different countries around the world; we all experience favoritism towards one product over another. This leads to an inherent bias and obvious divide amongst tech users and future jurors that may preside over patent suits in the U.S.

Intellectual property disputes are also settled differently in China. Although China did not settle on Apple v. Samsung, they did bring claims against Apple for selling iPhones that compete with Chinese phones. Many thought China’s Shenzhen Baili Marketing Services Co. would lose to Apple, however they were proven wrong. China comes out strong in patent litigation because of its recent reforms. Before 1985, patent law did not exist. Since then, China developed specialized courts with seasoned judges for intellectual property disputes. They follow the same change as Japan undertook. China also offer rewards for noteworthy inventions and ideas, which is their version of “homerun” patents (Chin, Nicas, 2016). At first, there was an influx of patent filings, because people jumped at the notion of receiving cash rewards. There was also a proportional increase in overlapping ideas. As a result, the Chinese legal system tightened the application process, making it more difficult to patent ideas, and therefore significantly diminishing the rate of infringement. Even with these system changes, China demonstrates competitive innovation unlike any other country.
Although infringement damages in the Chinese legal system are astronomical, the Chinese courts constantly deal with patent suits, especially ones involving foreign parties. American companies, for example, prefer settling IP suits in China because they are more likely to win abroad. To put it into perspective, from 2006 to 2014, 81% of foreign plaintiffs won in Chinese courts. The reasons for this are that “foreign firms...only sue in China if they are confident they can win” and it is extremely inexpensive to file compared to filing in America (Chin, Nicas, 2016). A firm can spend less than $30,000 on a case while in the U.S., it would cost between $650,000 and $5 million for a claim of up to $25 million (Kerstetter, 2012). In China, as the number of patent infringement cases increased four times over the past 3 years, so did China’s enforcement of the law. The American system does not practice the same way, and that is another reason we see many issues inherent in our system.

A strong patent legal system, as seen in China, may not be feasible to implement in America, mostly because of cost. To implement China’s system here, we would have to reconstruct the entire American legal system, including passing new amendments and bills to install specific IP courts and judges, incentives, rules, and regulations. The cost to train judges to become professionals in IP would be astronomical. Therefore, to achieve similar success rates in China, the American patent system ought to adopt a more affordable route to change. This route is building a universal and global big data analytics system.

Had the American system already been built with the legal ramifications that China and Japan possess, Samsung might not have received the backend of the settlement in the U.S. This brings into question just how effective a big data risk analysis could have been. With such a tool, Samsung could have studied the composition of the jury to foresee the direction the case may take. If the company saw beforehand that a majority of the jury was Apple users, it might have
approached the trial differently. The legal costs of pursuing such a case in court might have been more clearly outlined, resulting in a pursuance of alternate settlement. Or, Samsung might have taken advantage of a big data risk analysis to press charges in a different country, such as Japan or China, where its word may have more weight over Apple’s word. Without a doubt, the costs of litigation could have been compromised if Samsung had access to a big data risk analytics system.

### 3.4 The Beneficial Features of a Big Data Risk Analysis

Several features in big data make a risk analysis effective in gleaning speedy insights into a scenario. Management of the data is important to ensure that it is reliable. Processes that are repeated when new data is brought into the system are required to maintain a high level of quality in the data being stored. Once there is quality assurance, the data can be mined. Data mining software helps the user quickly sift through mass amounts of information in order to uncover patterns. These patterns comprise the first stages of analysis. In addition, this software will decipher what is relevant and not to the question at hand, ignore repetitive data, and finally, assess likely outcomes and answers of the issue. Although all this can be achieved by a single individual, it becomes an overwhelming process, making it difficult to create informed decisions in a timely manner. That is where big data analytics comes in handy.

Another feature of big data risk analysis is in-memory analytics. The system may store data in the memory, instead of on a hard drive. This makes the process of accessing and working with data more immediate. This is an attractive feature to users because of its ability to run iterative and interactive analytics scenarios. Therefore, the prepping data that was once used to test new scenarios and create models on a hard drive is eliminated. Efficiency and accuracy again are exemplified with this feature of big data risk analysis.
The statistical algorithms and machine learning techniques of predictive technology in big data compose a fourth feature in risk analysis. This relies completely on accessing historical data that may be stored on a server, database, or hard drive (SAS, 2016). Because of cloud storage, storing mass amounts of information is made possible and more cost effective. In regards to the legal industry, storing all past cases on a cloud would be the most feasible option, and therefore would greatly help to glean beneficial insights about risk.

Finally, the text mining capabilities of big data encompasses everything else involved in successful risk analysis. Software coded in Python or other programming languages makes it easy to search the web, emails, social media feeds, blogs, and other intelligence to reap insights that the human eye might not have seen otherwise. With this newly collected information, a proper big data risk analysis can be made.

Every one of these features could have been taken advantage of in the Apple v. Samsung case. An effective analysis and mining of historical data, past cases, and online articles and information about smartphone technology and the two companies would have been made possible. Informed results would be presented to the judge, jury, and the two parties in less time than it took to settle the case in court. Imagine the costs saved from such a service. And then imagine the effects that this risk analysis would have had on the future of smartphones and patenting technology in general.

3.5 Thoughts on the Outcome of Apple v. Samsung

In 2012, Apple received upwards of $1 billion in settlement from Samsung. As of December 2015, Samsung agreed to pay the remainder, amounting to $548 million. However, Samsung continues to fight for reimbursement (Tibken, 2014). Despite the costs Samsung owes
Apple, it is otherwise relieved about the case turnout. Sales did not diminished, although they took a plunge after the Samsung Galaxy Note 7 caught on fire, was banned from aircrafts, and recalled. If anything, following the suit, Samsung began producing bigger and better devices for Apple to compete with.

Apple, on the other hand, is not as pleased with the decision. Its representatives’ adamant opinions were expressed in a press release shortly after the 2012 verdict: “Today's ruling reinforces what courts around the world have already found: that Samsung willfully stole our ideas and copied our products. We are fighting to defend the hard work that goes into beloved products like the iPhone, which our employees devote their lives to designing and delivering for our customers” (Tibken, 2014). What Apple does not acknowledge is that Samsung developers put in the same effort and creativity to create successful and advanced devices. Creators do not receive the proper recognition and protection for their creations, and it does not matter what company they work for.

With big data analytics, however, creators can be ensured a level of protection, whether they are backed by a large company like Apple or they are independent inventors. The ideal big data system would help creators identify possible overlaps, gaps, and/or similarities amongst existing patents. As a result, creators would not have to fight in court to defend their work, and lawsuits such as Apple v. Samsung would not be necessary to assert creative and design rights.

Apple and Samsung continue to pester each other with infringement suits so long as reform is not made to the patent industry. Unfortunately, this means that smartphone patent wars are unavoidable in the short term. We can implement a big data system to resolve the current issues. This would be a necessary precaution in order to prevent smartphone wars from overpowering the global market and hindering growth and innovation. Already, Apple v. Samsung shaped the
landscape for patent creation and infringement. We do not want the landscape to keep changing, so it is necessary that we stabilize it with big data analytics.

3.6 The Reasons Reform is Necessary in the Patent Industry

The decision in Apple v. Samsung has the potential to shape how companies design and protect products in the future. We are well aware that the smartphone market is rapidly growing. In 2013, U.S. smartphone revenue was $58.2 billion, and by 2015 it reached $83.5 billion (Marr, 2015). At the same time, there has been an increase in the number of smartphone patent cases filed in the Eastern District of Texas. Despite this fact, the overall growth rate has not suffered. It is ironic that after seeing the astronomical costs involved in Apple v. Samsung, companies continue to go to court for supposed infringement. This is one of the many reasons that researchers urge reform to be instigated in the patent industry.

The problems that envelope the patent industry make the entire system flawed. One flaw is that the USPTO is not selective enough when granting patents. Stressed with the massive amount of patents that flood the office, examiners are more likely to pass over details in the applications that may already be patented. This creates another issue in the form of inevitable overlaps, therefore leading to increased lawsuit filings. This frequency of patent filings puts pressure on the judicial system, creating more problems that could have otherwise been avoided with reform to the initial application process. As Professor Sheppard of University of Nebraska College of Law says, “Software patents are clogging the system at every possible point,” thus presenting challenges to not only patent holders but also the judges and jurors down the line in the patent industry (Vascellaro, 2012).
A second flaw is the inability of the jury to come to a knowledgeable and unbiased decision. As previously mentioned, patents are complex in nature. Settling on technology-related disputes requires a jury that shows no preference to the technology in question but also has enough knowledge to make an educated decision. The fact that a “federal judge recently threw out a high-profile case between Apple and Motorola, saying the patent system was in chaos” proves that knowledge, patience, and reform is key to legal success (Vascellaro, 2012, April 12). It is not beneficial for the system nor society if cases are thrown out because judges and/or jurors do not comprehend the technological and legal jargon.

In the U.S., judges are not adequately educated to make informative decisions for such cases. At least in the Japanese and Chinese judicial systems, patent specialists aid the judges. If there are no patent aids, then at least the judges are educated on the subject matter. Therefore, an IP case is not disregarded because a judge deems it too complex. Since modern technology continues to grow as a daily necessity, it is crucial that the legal system and laws keep up with the changes.

Apple filed over 250,000 patents to protect the continuous improvements it makes in design and utility features (Inmon, 2015, p.1). Some of these modifications, as deemed by the jury, cannot be patented because they are necessary for every smartphone. Yet, Apple continues to fight for these supposed rights. According to an article published by the Wall Street Journal, the goal of smartphone companies is “to find a patent that sticks, and to force competitors to work around it or strike a licensing deal” (Feldman, Ewing, Jeruss, 2013). This is exactly what Apple does, even if it goes against the 2012 Apple v. Samsung verdict. This in turn has a negative impact on the industry, because it deters other companies from pursuing innovative ideas. Those companies either do not have enough money to buy out Apple’s stake on an idea, or they do not want to lose
their rights by agreeing to a licensing pact with Apple. This is an industry where one company should not have a monopoly over the others, especially if we would like to see continuous growth in smartphone technology as well as the overall market.

Since the decision, Apple expanded its patent count to encompass ideas that global competitors might have on different systems. Steve Jobs admitted in a press conference that Apple would “spend every penny to fight copycats” (Feldman, Ewing, Jeruss, 2013). Tim Cook, Apple’s Chief Executive Officer, affirmed Jobs’s opinion, telling investors in October 2015 that “Apple spends a lot of time and money and resources in coming up with incredible innovations. We don’t like it when someone else takes those” (Feldman, Ewing, Jeruss, 2013). Apple fears that other companies will take advantage of loopholes in the patent system to claim Apple’s ideas as their own. Two major questions formulate as a result. First, is Apple technology more innovative than that of its competitors? And second, is waging patent warfare the best route to affirm market supremacy? Answering these questions presents a challenge to professionals. What we do know is that during Apple v. Samsung, Apple controlled only 19% of the global smartphone market while Android dominated an astounding 64% (Inmon, 2015, p.1). This statistic demonstrates that Apple may be desperate to hold on to its market share, no matter the costs. Unfortunately, Apple and Samsung’s fight for dominance threatens smaller companies from joining the market, which has a negative impact in the form of stunted market growth and innovation.

It is unsure what route smartphone wars will take in the future. As a Rutgers School of Law professor said, “When you have companies spending hundreds of millions in [minor] litigation, something is seriously wrong with our patent system. You’ve got to wonder whether it’s doing more harm than good” (Feldman, Ewing, Jeruss, 2013). Some IP experts believe parties will avoid litigation with cross-licensing agreements. In this alternative, an idea is shared by many, but the
involved parties often pay exorbitant prices to use it. Resources may be better allocated in this option, however it does not fix the inherent issues in the patent system.

In recent years, Apple pursued cross-licensing with Motorola and Google, despite its continuous presence in court with other companies. Negotiations made outside the courtroom guaranteed that Apple would “be able to take better advantage of the innovations they and their competitors produce, while giving proper credit to the innovators and allowing them a fair return on investment” (Inmon, 2015, p.4). Although this alternative does not guarantee a remedy for all issues we outline in this research, it can be beneficial. One of the purposes of the ideal big data system is to create preventative strategies inside and outside of the courtroom. If the system’s early warning analytics alerts a creator that costs will be raised if he pursues trial in court, then it will motivate the creator to resolve the issue outside of the courtroom. Since Apple admits it is more advantageous to negotiate agreements outside of court, cross-licensing agreements will become more popular and considered a solution to lengthy suits in court. The parties involved will benefit: less resources are expended to maintain a court case on all sides, judges and juries can allocate their time to more pressing cases, and creators can still maintain their rights and use of the questionable patents.

Unfortunately, patent trolling still remains an issue if negotiations are pushed outside of the courtroom. Patent trolls are known as “entities [that] concentrate on generating income by licensing or litigating patents, rather than by producing an actual product” (Cusumano, 2013, p.1). If anything, cross-licensing agreements may increase the power and influence of patent trolls in the industry. Although Obama declared patent trolls to be a major obstacle in 2013, no reforms have been instigated to diminish the trolling. Patent trolls make litigation messy, worsening the problems we already face. Essentially, patent trolls attempt to monopolize existing ideas and profit
at the expense of the inventors. Small startups and individuals lack the knowledge and funds to buy out existing patents as leverage against competing trolls. Therefore, individuals become susceptible to lawsuits that are filed against them.

As previously mentioned, the system also lacks ample information and resources to potential and existing innovators about the patent world. As a direct result, parties struggle in understanding what patents exist and what litigation has already occurred. Services like Lex Machina are offered for this purpose, but not necessarily affordable nor advanced enough for all patent industry practitioners. Unfortunately, inventors and small companies will enter the courtroom blind, lacking an understanding of the intentions and severity of trolls’ allegations against them (Cusumano, 2013, p.65). The only defense these parties have is a lawyer who will spend hours and money searching for ways to protect the client. This manual protection can be replaced by an automatic and affordable universal big data analytics service that lawyers can use. A lawyer would decrease case development time and make more well-informed decisions for his client. He might even have the potential to avoid litigation in the courtroom as a whole. A big data system would further diminish the growth of patent trolls’ monetization, as discussed in the subsequent section.

3.7 The Added Problem of Patent Monetization in Smartphone Warfare

Recent studies indicate that technology patents are more likely to be litigated than other types of patents. According to researchers John R. Allison, Emerson H. Tiller, Samantha Zyontz, and Tristan Bligh, internet-related patents are “litigated 7.5 to 9.5 times more frequently than [other] patents” (Cusumano, 2013, p.13). In fact, when studying tech startups, they discovered that
“79 of [223] had been ‘trolled,’ that is, threatened with a patent monetization lawsuit unless they acceded to a licensing agreement” (Cusumano, 2013, p.13). Patent trolls predominantly target smaller companies, individuals, and/or startups with minimal assets, because they have less legal knowledge and money to defend themselves. As a result, patent monetization continues to grow. In just 2015, 67% of all patent lawsuits were filed by trolls alone (Mullin, 2016).

The government took precautionary steps against monetization suits with the 2011 America Invents Act. Its primary purpose is to deter plaintiffs from combining defendants into a single lawsuit (Cusumano, 2013, p.15). Prior to the act, monetizers pursued this route because it cut costs and increased efficiency. In other words, a monetizer could group as many inventors as he wanted in one filing. In the end, the plaintiff, known as the patent troll, receives more money in the settlement than if he filed individual suits. Usually, a troll will settle between $100,000 to $250,000 per defendant (Mullin, 2016). Now, if the troll sues several patent holders at once, his earnings will be greater than if he had to pay the filing fees to pursue each defendant individually. Most of these group lawsuits occur in the Eastern District of Texas, which is explained later in the research. The 2011 act makes an attempt to prevent this litigation strategy. It only permits trolls to join defendants if they share the same products or patents. The likelihood that they do is minimal, which makes this a good deterrence of monetization suits. The premise for this decision is that it is impossible for differing products to violate different patents on the same grounds (Macri, 2015). Despite this act, monetizing trolls have not diminished their pursuit of patent holders.

The Eastern District of Texas (E.D. Tex.) is notorious for its abundance of monetizing trolls. After the America Invents Act, the district witnessed a 166% increase in filed patent cases (Nazer, Ranieri, 2014). Since trolls face heavy penalties if they attempt to sue multiple parties at once, they began suing individually. Unfortunately, the act was not a remedy to this flaw in the
system. Furthermore, during June 2015, the majority of all patent cases were filed in the E.D. Tex. In just one month, Oberalis LLC filed 50 cases and Genaville LLC filed 25. Eleven other major trolling companies filed a total of 173 in the district. In Comparison, there were only 15 patent cases filed amongst 8 other districts (Nazer, Ranieri, 2014). The E.D. Tex. accounts for 95% of all patent cases started by trolls, and 44% of all the nation’s patent lawsuits (Mullin, 2016).

These statistics highlight why patent trolls gravitate towards the E.D. Tex. Despite current legislation, they are more likely to win a case here than in any other district. Figure 3 highlights this reality. Since 2014, other districts have seen a relative decrease in the number of patent cases filed. The E.D. Tex., on the other hand, nearly doubled, with a 165% increase from 522 cases to 1,387. Figure 4 reports how companies prefer filing in the E.D. Tex. versus other districts. Of the 15 listed, 13 companies file all their cases in this one district. Finally, figure 5 compares the E.D. Tex. with 5 other districts. It shows this district’s popularity, exemplifying that if you are to combine all the other districts together, the total number of their filed cases does not even compare to the astronomical number filed in the E.D. Tex. alone.

Patent monetizers succeed in the E.D. Tex. for several reasons. A major reason is because presiding judges rarely accept summary judgements. According to Federal Rules of Civil Procedure Rule 56, “Defendants have a right to file a summary judgement motion and to have that motion decided” (Redondo, 2014). A defendant makes a summary judgement if he believes allegations of supposed infringement are not valid. In the E.D. Tex., judges actually deny defendants this right, even though they are guaranteed it under a Federal rule. These judges approve less than 18% of summary judgement motions compared to upwards of 31% granted nationwide (Redondo, 2014). As a result, defendants are dissuaded and sometimes not even offered...
the opportunity to fight allegations made against them. Therefore, the defendant has even less defense in the courtroom and incurs greater costs by continuing to fight.
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In some cases, the defendant can fight for a summary judgement, but it becomes another long and costly process. The district purposely elongated the procedure in order to dissuade defendants from choosing this route, therefore benefiting patent trolls. Even if the defendant takes on these extra costs and the judge accepts the motion, there is no guarantee that the defendant will win the case (Redondo, 2014). Regardless, the defendant does not benefit when he is brought to court in the Eastern District of Texas. Only a big data analytics system can provide a defendant with the information needed to fight a lawsuit in this district.

With regards to summary judgements, if the defendant decides to pursue this motion, then the time in court is extended, which increases litigation fees. This can turn into a waste of time, money, and efforts, especially since the defendant has no way of predicting the case outcome and whether or not his summary judgement will be granted. This can increase settlement pressure. When the judge does preside over the case, the defendant is more willing to pay the monetizer...
whatever it demands because the defendant does not want to sit in court any longer. The defendant will do this to avoid wasting more time and money on a case in which the patent may not even be worth half the cost of damages incurred during the suit. These are some of the hurdles that deter a defendant’s success and attract monetizing trolls to file lawsuits in the E.D. Tex.

Judges in the E.D. Tex. are given more patent cases to rule over than in any other district. For example, in 2013, a judge would settle 900 patent cases on average. Many of the patent holders return to court with similar, if not repeating, cases. Because of this repetition, the judges are more likely to make the same verdicts. Some lawyers will speak before the same judge, and therefore can take advantage of knowing how the judge will sway. They can alter their strategies to appease to a judge’s bias (Redondo, 2014). Small, independent defendants do not have the same advantage, but would benefit with a big data analytics system that helps them make more informative legal decisions.

Whereas patent monetization can sometimes replace costly lawsuits with cross-licensing agreements, this solution will not resolve the major issues we noted in patent overlaps and the system as a whole. With the implementation of a big data system, smaller companies can better prepare themselves should trolls sue them in any district, but especially in the Eastern District of Texas, where decisions rarely favor the defendant. Patent holders can use the features of a big data system in order to make informed and educated decisions in cross-licensing agreements and monetization settlements. There is also the possibility that a big data system will rid the industry of patent trolls once and for all. Analytics can expose the truest intentions of the trolls, that being for individual profit, and demonstrate that there is no proof or merit in suing a patent holder for infringement. Furthermore, big data analytics would show that the patent trolls are not even suing on grounds of infringement, that in fact, there are no overlaps in the patents in question. However
without such affordable and universal services, small companies are sentenced to continuous suits and settlements in which their pockets are emptied and their patents are taken away from them.

3.8 Apple v. Samsung’s Effects on Current Calls for Change

Apple v. Samsung was decided by a jury comprised of smartphone users and patent holders. Researchers question if this knowledgeable jury did make an unbiased decision. Despite its educational background in technology, the jury struggled to understand the legal jargon and instructions. That is one reason that experts believe the jury reached a hasty and biased decision (Burney, 2015, p.90).

Member of the jury and patent holder Ilagan Hogan admitted that the jurors skipped over several key questions because they did not know enough about the topic nor understand the instructions. One question the jury ignored was whether Apple patents were considered prior art. As previously mentioned, prior art is a key component used to validate patents in the preliminary stages of the patent acceptance process. To gloss over such a key factor is a large mistake on part of the jury (Burney, 2015, p.93). If the jury had been knowledgeable enough in legal jargon and all the characteristics regarding patents, then it may have changed its verdict. It might have recognized that Apple in fact copied existing patents. In this regard, a jury educated in legal concepts and technology is required in order to reach a non-biased, thorough decision on patent related cases. Ideally, a big data system would fill in the gaps of knowledge for the jurors, thus easing the decision making process. A big data system would act similarly to the patent examiners who accompany and aid judges in the Japanese and Chinese courts. Major factors, such as prior art, will be fully accounted for and hasty decisions can be avoided.
In the *Apple v. Samsung* case, when the jury submitted its decision to the overseeing Judge Koh, it was immediately returned to them. Judge Koh found there were careless mistakes in monetary damages and other aspects of the suggested settlement. The errors are a direct result of their hastiness to reach a verdict and to skip important questions. The complicated jargon and instructions deterred the jurors from seeking additional sources to help them better understand the issue, and so they resorted to their own bias to decide on the matter. As previously mentioned, such prevalent cases ought to be dealt with by a technologically and legally educated jury, whose “brand loyalty may [not] cloud the jury’s judgement” (Burney, 2015, p.94). This is a flaw that can be mended with a big data system that educates the jurors throughout the decision making process. If all the facts are laid out and legal jargon is simplified, the jury will not have a reason to resort to bias.

The big data system should serve an initial purpose of preventing these cases from being brought to court. However, if this fails and a jury must preside, the system would be advantageous to the jurors. Just like Japan has IP professionals aiding judges, a big data system would be the jurors’ aid. Complicated legal jargon and instructions can be translated into simpler terms. The questions and case details also can be simplified so that the jury would not feel pressured to skip important decision factors. A big data system would improve court efficiency, thus deterring mistakes from occurring in the decision making process.

Understanding how different countries presided over *Apple v. Samsung* can help us understand what changes should be made to the U.S. system. Japan’s IP High Court ensures a level of increased efficiency so that the judges who are “armed with complete knowledge of technical details and the patent application examination procedures...clearly understand the technology and the law when deciding the scope of a patent claim and whether an infringement has occurred”
(Burney, 2015, p.97). On the other hand, U.S. judges do not receive adequate professional guidance, and often have to rely on their own interpretation of the technology in question. As previously mentioned, U.S. judges and jurors can be professionally guided with the use of big data analytics.

Judges ought to have a blend of technical and legal expertise if they are expected to preside over patent suits. Over the long run, the easiest way to achieve this is with a big data system which will take the place of a legal assistant. Big data can store mass amounts of information and then apply algorithms in order to create trends, highlight patterns, defragment complex information, and predict future trends.

There are several reasons physical changes to the U.S. court system are not feasible. For example, we can hire law clerks with a background in technology and patents. However, this would be a costly change and require excess time to find qualified candidates. Creating patent-specific courts is also out of the question. They would most likely be instantiated in the Northern District of California, where Apple v. Samsung took place, and the Eastern District of Texas, where the majority of patent cases are filed. As a result, these districts may yield heavier caseloads and run into resource depletion while other districts experience an imbalance between assigned cases and available resources. Finally, there would be an overall tipping of the scale in the judicial system from the poor resource distribution. Solving such an imbalance would require creating new courts that specialize in patent law and spreading them out across many districts. But even doing this would require altering district lines, making costly changes to jurisdictional statutes, and hiring and training of new judges (Burney, 2015, p.104). These are the reasons we cannot pursue physical change to the U.S. patent system.
The above alternatives are expensive and timely, offering no guarantee of efficacy. On the other hand, big data analytics that is available to lawyers, patent industry workers, and now judges and jurors can help avoid the discussed implications. There would be no need to change the physical judicial system, nor violate constitutional rights or require new amendments to be drafted. The only change would require building a big data system, off a platform of existing systems such as Lex Machina, and educating patent industry practitioners how to take advantage of this service.

3.9 How Big Data Analytics Might Have Changed the Outcome of Apple v. Samsung

Access to a big data system has the potential to change the landscape of Apple v. Samsung. On the most fundamental level, when Apple first sued Samsung, Samsung could have used big data analytics to identify if Apple’s allegations were in fact valid. If they were, then Samsung would have reason to worry when brought to court. Even if Apple was truthful about Samsung’s infringements, Samsung could have used the predictive analytics component of big data to identify what the outcome might be and what were the best preventative strategies to pursue in court. If, on the other hand, the analytics demonstrated no evidence in favor of Apple’s claims, then the case could have avoided court, saving millions of dollars for both parties.

When in court, big data could have helped both parties with extensive research in case development. The early warning component would not have benefitted either party by this point, but the risk analysis would. The risk analysis would demonstrate trends, patterns, and anomalies based off relationships it could identify between all the stored structured and unstructured data. Finally, the insights gleaned from this type of analysis would better help the lawyers formulate the most concrete evidence-based responses to allegations made against them. If the two companies
could present more clear and concise cases and evidence that did not require back and forth debate, perhaps the presiding jury would have had less difficulty breaking apart the evidence and to reach a conclusion. In addition, the case could have been settled in less time.

On the judicial level, big data analytics would have helped judges and jurors. Analytics can perform searches and provide information within seconds, saving the judicial system the 4 years that Apple and Samsung sat in court. When the parties were in court, the decision and evidence searches were conducted without the use of technology. Sifting through data about existing and historic patents to find clues about potential overlaps is a timely procedure. In an applied big data scenario, the judges would have access to limitless resources and would not have to pick their own brains to procure shallow assumptions. Furthermore, the jury would be more educated on legal jargon, decision questions, and details about the case and patents. There would be no justification for the jury to skip important questions. The fear that the jury would make a biased decision would be diminished. If the jurors have the facts laid out before them in simpler terms, there is no reason for favoritism and loyalty towards one company to weigh into the decision process.

Additionally, patent trolls, who became more rampant since Apple v. Samsung, can be stopped. The courts would use big data analytics to quickly identify if infringements actually exist. If they do not, then the trolls have no right to sue, and therefore will lose some of their influence in the industry. Soon enough, they will only be wasting their time and money by pursuing patent holders who are protected by big data analytics. Small startups and other companies would have an extra layer of protection from big data in the event that they must defend themselves against these monetizers, namely in the Eastern District of Texas. The early warning system and risk analysis would be most beneficial to these parties. It would
warn them in advance if someone is seeking to sue them, and then they would have more time to pursue preventative measures and create a solid and educated defense.

Furthermore, with big data, we can make it more difficult for trolls to sue defendants in groups. The judges would also have less reason to favor plaintiffs, specifically in the Eastern District of Texas. This is possible primarily because judges would now have all the required support and facts about the case and supposed infringement. In this regard, big data acts as a type of check on the judicial system and the verdict of judges and juries.

Overall, the ideal big data system would have saved time, money, and efforts during *Apple v. Samsung*. In the long run, it would reform the current issues outlined above in the patent industry. Implementing a universal big data system would be less expensive than applying physical changes to the legal system, therefore making it a more reasonable option that is also available to all patent industry practitioners. Big data has the potential to decrease the amount of smartphone wars that fill up the courts, especially in the Eastern District of Texas. In so doing, a big data system will not diminish innovation or the competitive nature of companies in the global market; it will merely make companies and inventors more precautionous and proactive in their decision making and pursuit of new ideas.

### 3.10 A Conclusion on Healthcare’s Big Data Application and It’s Correlation to The Patent Industry

All the previously discussed information is necessary to understand how big data analytics can be applied to the patent industry. Big data’s application in healthcare is a concrete precedent, primarily because real-time information and decision making is necessary to both industries. Doctors and researchers rely on constant updates to save money, time, and lives, just as lawyers,
patent holders, and patent examiners rely on constant updates to save money, time, and ideas. Any mistake in predictions can lead to astronomical costs incurred by the healthcare industry. Big data yields a smaller percentage of error in predictions based off historic information than most other analytics. Big data has this success rate because it is intentionally designed to support the task of working with complex data and resolving anomalies that may arise as a result of storing mass amounts of information.

In parallel, the patent industry relies on real-time updates to grant patents, as well as to develop cases and preventative strategies. The massive influx of patent applications may be overwhelming to examiners. Because of this stress, examiners are more likely to overlook patent details, which results in patent overlaps and future litigation. This can be avoided with big data analytics, just as similar obstacles were avoided with big data’s application to the healthcare industry. Patent applications can be analyzed by a computer instead of an individual, which would make the examiner’s schedule more open to review “homerun” patent applications. If overlaps are discovered, the system would return a warning to the examiner so that the filer can be notified and the patent can be denied.

Numerous examples of this feature in healthcare’s big data application were discussed in this research. The most similar example is the use of big data in the emergency room. ER doctors are under high levels of stress when dealing with the influx of emergency patients. With big data, electronically transmitted health records are presented to the doctor instantaneously. The EHRs even offer suggestions to the doctor about what treatments may or may not work for the incoming patient based on the patient’s medical history. Then, the doctor does not have to spend valuable time manually searching the patient’s health records or making assumptions about the best
treatment. Decision making functions are served in a big data application to simplify the doctor’s job, alleviate some of the stress, and help the patient in a more timely manner.

Spending valuable time sifting through health records is analogous to reviewing every application that comes into the patent office. A “homerun” patent is parallel to an incoming patient in the ER. Automated processes to enhance the decision making process will save time and money for both industries, innovative patents for the patent industry, and lives for healthcare. A doctor being informed about the most important details composing a patient’s records, such as medicinal allergies, is similar to a patent examiner being notified of overlaps in existing patents. The needs in both industries are very much alike, with regards to access to real-time information, early warning systems, and risk analysis. Therefore, we use the healthcare industry to relate big data requirements to the patent industry.

3.11 A Suggestion for Big Data Analytics Implementation

This research presents support to make Python the programming language for the ideal big data system. Lex Machina implements Python, which acts as a viable platform for our universal system. The contending language was R. However, the main reason R should not be used is because it “is more about sketching and not building. You won’t find R at the core of Google’s page rank or Facebook’s friend suggestion algorithms. Engineers will prototype in R, then hand off the model to be written in Java or Python” (Nicolauo, 2014). This demonstrates that Python, rather than R, is supported more for the actual programming of applications. Professionals will revert to one of the two more popular coding languages, Java and Python. They are more versatile and supported on different platforms than R is. Python can easily achieve two of the major functions for this big data application: predictive modeling and risk management. This makes it a
good option for implementation. If desired, the building team can sketch out the basics for the big data analytics algorithms using R, then transfer it to Python for actual implementation.

The costs to produce a universal system are not as astronomical as one might think. This is due to the fact that there is an abundance of learning libraries to facilitate Python programming for beginners and experts. Building the system may take more time than anticipated, especially if pursuing several key project development steps. The objective to build a big data analytics platform for all patent industry practitioners must be defined. Next, a team must be composed of individuals with different backgrounds in business, software, and analytics. Team diversity simplifies data and project complexity since more questions are likely to be addressed during the development process. Costs can be diminished in the next step, which is establishing key performance indicators and setting goals and deadlines (Patel, Sundararajan, Marangos, Zimmers, 2016, p.38). This is an important step in any project because we do not want to waste resources or time. Should the team not meet its goals by the agreed upon due dates, then it risks increasing time, money, and efforts during the project cycle.

The next crucial step involves working with the data that will potentially be stored. The first thing is to create a data dictionary. A data dictionary is used to store descriptions and definitions of the type of data items that will be stored, what the values may contain, how the data fits into the functions that will be built, and what the data means in real world application. Then, once the team outlines the different components as well as their purposes, they can create a master data file that acts “as the data repository for [future] analysis” (Patel, Sundararajan, Marangos, Zimmers, 2016, p.39). As the team collects potentially useful information, it may uncover trails that lead to more information and metadata. The master data file will hold all of these links. Sometimes, the master data file will come in the form of a traditional relational database.
Generally, when creating a master data file, information is combined into a flat file. A flat file contains records of information that have no structured interrelationship. In the later system development stages, the information in the flat file can be separated based on relations to each other. A challenge we will be presented with is increased complexity in the flat file as more information is added to it. Later in the process as we use different analysis procedures, these complexities will be diminished. This is because duplicates of information can be deleted and anomalies, such as spelling errors, can be resolved.

Developers will come in contact with some issues when accessing a flat file. These issues include information duplicates and data inconsistencies. Although resolving such hurdles is common and timely, it is a crucial step in order to create a valid and efficient system. Removing data redundancies, such as copies of an article that appears more than once in the file, is an important obstacle to overcome before the data can be manipulated through analytics. Once complete, the team can further identify correlations and define relationships.

The next step is to perform a basic mining analysis, such as importing the flat file into Hadoop. Brought to life through visualized trends, the team can see relationships come to life between the different variables and data points. Furthermore, relationships the team did not even think of will be illuminated. One difficulty that may arise from this process is increased data complexity. The developers may be presented with common issues such as duplicated data points and/or careless mistakes in spelling or numbers. In some instances, this can prevent an analysis from running, but in most cases, the developers can capture the issue, resolve it, and get the analysis running to perform its task. The only major barrier this presents to a team is the loss of valuable time and possibly money, if the team has to hire external data scientists to resolve any discrepancies and get the data mining analysis functioning properly.
The next major step is to develop the algorithms that will achieve the most important components of the system: the semantic search, risk analysis, and early warning detection. The semantic search involves “the application of natural language processing, computational linguistics, and text analytics to identify and extract subjective information in source materials” (Batrinca, Treleaven, 2015, p.90). Suggestions for implementation do exist, however they are narrowly defined for handling structured text. It is not as effective with non-text data types, such as image and video. Lawyers and other industry professionals may require the compilation and analysis of diagrams, images, and videos for a case. They do not have the time to sift through hundreds, if not more, of these data types and create trends about them. A big data system should accomplish this function because not only will it perform a basic comparison of these non-text data types, it will take the analysis a step further by combining these findings with those regarding other data types and predicting trends. A big data non-text data analysis accomplishes far more than a computerized system that merely compares diagrams, images, or videos.

Therefore, the team ought to develop an algorithm that also analyzes these different data types. When developing these algorithms, the team might be presented with the barrier of having to program with more than one language. For example, machine learning is more often used in sentiment analysis, which means the team might have to learn how to apply machine learning implementation to a system that is predominantly programmed in Python. A sentiment analysis is a means to identify and categorize opinions that are expressed in text and even videos and images. Machine learning facilitates speedier and more automatic processing of large collections of data. Another barrier appears in the task of manipulating non-text data types. Programmers will have to access the Python learning libraries in order to better understand how to approach this difficulty. Compared to other programming languages, Python is more compatible with sentiment analysis.
This is possible because of the existing tools and classifiers that further the programming learning process. A sentiment analysis algorithm in Python and machine learning can be used by lawyers to better understand the underlying meanings of reports, preceding cases, product and patent reviews, and potential witnesses. This would act as a truth test, therefore aiding in the development of more accurate cases and witness testimonies.

Another aspect to consider is whether the developed algorithms should be rule-based or expert-based. The question is, can one set of rules be applied to all patent practitioners’ needs, or should the rule sets be defined by experts that are flexible to the different needs in the system? For example, there will need to be algorithms that seek out keywords or metadata in the stored data. Whether they are rule-based or expert-based will impact our ability to quantify the required resources. If the algorithms are expert-based, a requirement will be to hire additional experts to define individual algorithm rule sets. With regards to our research, expert-based algorithms may be the best option, because they can be more specific to meet all the needs in this industry; the experts can make separate decisions for patent examiners, patent holders, lawyers, judges, and jurors. Should we recommend rule-based, then all the rules must be followed and there is no opportunity for change. In other words, rule-based is very black and white. Expert-based can still be standard with a degree of customization, especially since not all of the same rules will apply to the differing patent practitioners. Rule-based can be easier to monitor and maintain, because it is only one set of rules. However, it will be harder to define and implement since the legal industry is not a one-size-fits-all industry. On the other hand, expert-based can be accomplished more efficiently and easier, but its need for constant updates will require continuous hiring of experts to review and possibly modify the system. Therefore, although the costs may end up equaling each
other, expert-based is the best option because of its flexibility to comply with the differing needs of all the patent practitioners.

The suggested requirements for the ideal system are outlined at the end of this section. One must understand that there are many types of data that need to be analyzed. This includes, but is not limited to, historic datasets, real-time feeds, raw data, and cleaned data. Most of these are text, which may require uniform reformatting. Reformatting becomes a simple task when achieved through services like Google’s Refine3, conveniently coded in Python (Batrinca, Treleaven, 2015, p.101). Unfortunately, manipulating unstructured data is not as easy. This requires additional algorithms to transform the data through preprocessing, tagging, and parsing. One can use a data-mining algorithm that searches for patterns amongst data points to achieve tagging. It is outside the scope of this research to delve deeper into the different algorithms used to transform data into a uniform type.

It is also important to understand what additional resources are required to maintain the system. Back-end services are the more obvious, providing for basic connectivity between the platform, data providers, and users. It permits multi-user environments, “prefab” models, and APIs. APIs are condensed learning libraries that will come hand-in-hand with a simplified graphic user interface, also known as GUI. Users can customize their IDE, Integrated Development Environment, to make it more geared towards their specific preferences and needs.

It may also be beneficial to build an aggregation database into the system in order to filter and restructure incoming data. Otherwise, to complete this task, we may need to outsource the data. This requires more money and time in the long run. Integrating an aggregation database, on the other hand, makes it easier and faster to store, extract, and manipulate mass amounts of data. It will further improve our ability to perform complete risk analysis and predictive models based
on historic trends. Pursuing the route of developing an aggregation database will increase costs in the short run. We will need to hire professionals with experience in database modeling, and more time will be partitioned for building this database. This can delay the use of the actual system, but the long term benefits discussed above outweigh the short term costs.

We also take into consideration purchasing hard drive space and memory. Whether through the cloud or actual hardware, it is a necessary cost to maintain and store mass amounts of information. The cheaper and more popular route is cloud storage, but there comes a greater security risk. The protection of your data in the cloud is only as good as the security measures built into the cloud. Those storing information have no control in security customization, unless the cloud storage is built specifically for the user. Seeing that we would like to build a universal big data system, we should have no problem investing in building a customized cloud-based system. Companies such as Apple and Google maintain these customized and security enhanced clouds. We suggest staying away from a local hard drive because, as of now, there are millions of patents around the world. Storing all this information would require terabytes of space, all of which cost more than a cloud that can be easily expanded whenever requested. Furthermore, in the long run, more money will be saved by building a custom cloud than purchasing additional hard drive space whenever more information needs to be added.

Because of the way technology constantly changes, it is difficult for us to present a concrete plan for how to exactly develop a big data analytics system. At the end of the day, building a big data analytics system requires careful consideration on the part of the development team and all the system’s potential users. We provide a table of required features at the end of this section for a development plan, of which can be accepted in full or in part. The team will need to conduct testing of the system before it is made public for the use of IP practitioners. This may delay the
availability of the service and increase costs, but it is a necessary step in the development process. We want to ensure that no difficulties arise when the system is used constantly by thousands of people. The team will also have to incorporate into the budget the maintenance cost. This task may include establishing a secure yet accessible network and ensuring that the stored information is up to date and accurate.

Our suggested plan will meet the needs for predictive analytics, risk analysis, and early warning systems if enough time and resources are appropriated for such a project. The benefits, as discussed in the entirety of this research, will prove most optimal when a custom-built big data analytics system is instituted for all patent industry practitioners to use.

The features outlined below are required in order to develop the predictive, early warning, and risk analysis features of a big data analytics system. No one requirement is too difficult to accomplish, however some will take longer to complete than others. The ability to complete a requirement on time will depend on the budget and amount of knowledgeable experts that can be hired. The level of difficulty to complete a feature was determined relative to all of the other features. Some features may be considered easier than others because there are more resources available to facilitate development. A feature can also be considered easier to implement because of its reliance on existing data and services. A feature may be considered difficult because there are not enough resources available, and it is more likely that knowledgeable experts will need to be hired to accomplish the feature. In this respect, costs of production, including time and money, will increase.

The timeframe at which any one of the features can be accomplished is difficult to quantify. Therefore, we predict the possibility that the feature will be complete within the near, intermediate, or long term. If a feature is in the near term, there are ample resources and experts to accomplish
the feature quickly. If a feature is in the intermediate term, then there may not be enough resources and experts to presently tackle the project. The difference between this and the long term is that in the intermediate term, there is discussion and development underway. An example of a feature in the intermediate term is Lex Machina’s system availability for commercial, bankruptcy, and employment law (Lex Machina, 2014). Such a feature will not be accomplished in the short term, however it will be available in the intermediate term because production is already occurring. Finally, a feature that falls into the long term will not be available for an unquantifiable amount of time. Furthermore, a task gets categorized as long term because there is no research and/or development, nor do we yet know how to solve and accomplish the feature. With respect to our big data analytics system, none of the features will be long term.

Below is the table outlining the required features for our big data analytics system. The second column is used to demonstrate the level of difficulty to create the feature. The third column demonstrates the relative timeframe that the feature can be accomplished.

### Table of Required Features

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Required Feature</th>
<th>Level of difficulty considering current technology and resources</th>
<th>How soon can the feature be met?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data Encryption &amp; Enhanced Security Features</td>
<td>Somewhat difficult: this is an important feature for any cloud storage system, and companies such as Amazon and Google already implement this. However, making it secure and difficult to breach presents a challenge to companies new to the field.</td>
<td>Intermediate term: This will require more resources (money, time, and knowledgeable experts), so it will take longer to implement than if the developers went with a pre-built cloud system. This is already evident in healthcare, because of HIPAA Compliance Regulations. As a result, healthcare’s implementation is a good foundation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feature</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Timeline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Redundancy Check</td>
<td>Somewhat difficult: this is very important for the analytics features to run quickly and efficiently. Without it, an analysis may run and bring in the same article (for ex.) more than once, because the data storage was never checked for repeating pieces of information. This wastes time, money, and efforts.</td>
<td>Near term: This will be one of the latter steps, but should be completed before mining, early warning, risk, and predictive analyses. This feature is still in the near term because of the availability of resources and knowledgeable experts. It will be completed later in the process because it takes more time to process existing data than it would to complete other required features.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Python Programming Implementation</td>
<td>Easy: extensive learning libraries and pre-built programs/algorithms are open source, which makes for a responsive and active community. Lex Machina is built on the Python Pyramid Platform, which can be considered the foundation for this system.</td>
<td>Near term: This will be the first feature to accomplish. Setting the programming language is crucial to be able to write the algorithms and platforms for the different user needs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machine Learning Incorporation for Semantic Search</td>
<td>Somewhat difficult: semantic searches are crucial to make predictive trends that combine different data formats. Finding experts who know how to write a semantic search in machine learning is the biggest challenge.</td>
<td>Intermediate term: This will take some time to develop because we must find experts to program in machine learning for semantic searches and sentiment analysis. They also must be able to incorporate this into the Python foundation. This is not long term because there are some available resources and experts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cloud Storage Space</td>
<td>Easy: there are many available cloud services that can be purchased. One has to be chosen that is not overly priced, can be easily expanded at a reasonable cost, and permits customization for security and encryption.</td>
<td>Near term: This is one of the first steps that needs to be accomplished. The system requires a place to store all the data and have quick access to it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Conversion</td>
<td>Difficult: this requires a conversion program that takes into account all possible variations of data inconsistencies. This is required since the users need to be able to analyze all different data types/formats (images, videos, articles, court cases, etc.).</td>
<td>Near term: This should be completed once the Python language is implemented and a cloud system is purchased or built. It will require more money, time, and experts to create a conversion program, but is necessary.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 6**

### 3.12 Big Data’s Connection between Healthcare and Patent Litigation, and Apple v. Samsung Revisited

As mentioned throughout this research, a bridge is built between the healthcare industry and patent litigation through the application of big data analytics. Both industries require proactive planning and analysis, which makes them very similar. They require real-time access to information to reach decisions that benefit industry professionals. Big data analytics can achieve three of the same features needed in both healthcare and patent litigation. These features include predictive analytics, risk management, and strategic planning in the form of early warning systems.

Big data capitalizes on these features to provide benefits in the healthcare industry. Time sensitive barriers are eliminated. Predictive analytics provide benefits in pharmaceutical research and development, as it helps foresee what drug development ought to be made in response to epidemics. Big data’s risk management capabilities help reduce fraud and poor spending of funds in hospitals (Tomasco, 2009). It also helps with allocation of doctors and other resources based on patient density. And finally, among the many different ways strategic planning aids healthcare professionals to prepare for epidemics, it also is advantageous in understanding the effect that drugs have on different patients, and the chance that a patient will survive a treatment specific to
his medical needs. Strategic planning also comes in the form of reliance on Electronic Health Records, which aids different facilities to take care of new, incoming patients more efficiently and effectively. Other applications of these big data features are detailed in the Literature Review and Analysis.

Just as the three major features of big data solve problems and breach real-time barriers in healthcare, they can achieve similar success in the patent industry. The specific application of big data’s three features to *Apple v. Samsung* would have resolved the underlying issues in the patent industry. Revisiting *Apple v. Samsung* and applying big data’s features exemplifies the bridge we seek to build between patent litigation and big data. In this case, predictive analytics would have illuminated the direction the case would take in court. It would have prepared both parties for the astronomical fees they would incur during the 4 years of courtroom proceedings. Big data’s risk management would have helped both parties allocate resources more efficiently and perhaps would have urged Samsung to bring the case to another country, such as China or Japan. In China, it would have been cheaper to pursue, and the legal system might have demonstrated more favor towards Samsung versus Apple. This is because China’s IP specific court has educated judges in intellectual property and patent law who take into account all the factors of a case. No question is left unresolved. The decision might have been different, resulting in a smaller settlement payout than in America. Based on some facts from the case, foreign legal systems may have deemed Apple more liable for infringement than Samsung.

If this big data feature was brought to Japan’s patent system, the decision in Japan would not have changed. Big data would have no major impact on the *Apple v. Samsung* decision because Japan already has a specific court for IP law. This country focuses its resources on developing the IP court, which is led by educated judges and patent experts. Therefore, Japan would not even
require a big data system, because the system is not as flawed and uneducated as the U.S. intellectual property judicial system. The Japanese court is precise in its decision making and is unlikely to oversee important case details like the American jury did for *Apple v. Samsung*. America, however, does not have the same resource allocation in its judicial system, and therefore the best option to reform the flaws of the patent system is to develop a big data analytics platform.

Finally big data’s early warning and risk management functions might have helped Samsung avoid a lawsuit in the first case. Courtroom litigation would be avoidable and the two parties might have had the opportunity to alter their patents so that they did not overlap. With the application of big data’s three major features, *Apple v. Samsung* could have been resolved from the get go. Such real-time application and proactive planning would save money and resources, just as money, lives, and other resources are saved daily in healthcare because of big data analytics.

Furthermore, we can revisit the impact of these three features on different facets of the patent industry. Big data’s predictive analytics would help a firm or company foresee the direction an existing case may take in the courtroom. Risk management helps the involved parties weigh the costs and benefits of pursuing litigation in the courtroom to see if it is feasible or if they should pursue negotiation outside of the courtroom, such as cross-licensing agreements. And, big data’s early warning capabilities will help notify patent holders if they may be sued down the road. Patent examiners can use this strategic planning characteristic to determine if there will be overlaps in existing patents and incoming patent applications. Finally, judges and jurors can use big data’s plethora of stored information, patterns, and trends to discern the details of a case and better understand legal jargon and instructions.

As one can see, the barriers of real-time information access and saving time, money, and patents in the patent industry are as easily eliminated with big data’s three major features as they
are eliminated in healthcare. Both industries require proactive planning and real-time application, which presents big data analytics as the best and most optimal solution for both. Since healthcare already institutes big data analytics, the patent industry should do the same with this research and its suggestion for implementation.
4 Conclusion

4.1 Research Contribution

This research was conducted with the intent of shedding light on an existing gap between patent litigation and big data analytics. Minimal research exists about the topic, making this contribution a good foundation for understanding the gap and conducting future studies. This body of knowledge can have positive effects on all the fields addressed in this paper, including patent litigation, patent examination, big data analytics, computer science, healthcare, predictive analytics, and business intelligence.

The patent litigation field reaps the most obvious benefits, as it is the subject of this research. The concepts discussed in the Analysis illuminate the issues tainting the patent litigation system. Prior to this research, it was possible that professionals in the industry were not aware of the threats and cost of having patent trolls and monetizers in the system. They were not aware that if Apple v. Samsung was resolved in another country such as Japan or China, the outcome and impact on smartphone wars would have been different. As previously mentioned, American technology companies have brought lawsuits to foreign countries because of less expensive filing fees and increased possibility of winning cases. They also were not aware that technology and analytics would be the flawed system’s savior. Therefore, this research contributes intelligence to the patent litigation field, and plants a seed for reform in the form of implementing a big data analytics system.

This research separates patent examination from patent litigation because both require different processes and big data application. The patent examination field will experience vast benefits from this research, primarily since big data analytics can speed up the application process
without compromising on efficacy. This research sheds light on the apparent flaws in the entire patent examination process. It does not blame individual patent examiners, but rather the lack of regulation in the actual process. Because change to the legal system is timely and costly, involving amendments, laws, and bills, this research ought to shed light to the patent examination field that the best way to fix the current wrongs is to adopt a big data analytics system.

Big data analytics is another field that benefits from this research. What is presented in the Literature Review and Analysis demonstrates how advantageous big data implementation is for different fields. As seen, big data reaps success in the healthcare industry. This research may also prompt professionals in the big data analytics field to explore its application to different industries. Big data’s predictive trends makes it an incredibly beneficial source for all types of users. The flexibility of big data makes it a dynamic tool that is constantly in research and development. The research presented can urge big data scientists to develop more algorithms, accessibility, use, and manipulation of mass amounts of data. The growth of big data does not stop here. Perhaps in the near future, professionals will discover other beneficial uses of big data that might not have been as obvious without access to research such as this.

The field of computer science benefits from this research as it demonstrates the wide applicability of the field’s professionals to different businesses. Programmers, data scientists, and IT professionals are hired all the time to meet the technological needs of varying industries. Now, the notion presented is that computer science professionals can offer their services to the patent litigation industry. This research contributes to the computer science field by promoting the education of CS professionals to become more knowledgeable in developing algorithms and platforms that capitalize on big data’s features.
The healthcare industry also can benefit from this research. We present healthcare as an example compared to an industry that lacks the same level of technological progress. This research, however, may further prompt healthcare professionals to see where they ought to be taking more advantage of big data analytics. In so doing, the current system can be improved and updated, more healthcare facilities can be connected through EHRs, and more medical health issues can be resolved.

Predictive analysis, although the core of success for big data analytics, will also benefit from this research. Similarly to the healthcare industry, professionals in the field of predictive analytics can apply this research to understand where improvements should be made. We hope to see uniform and higher success rates across the board in all applied industries, including healthcare, natural disaster, global financial business, and legal.

Finally, the field of business intelligence can gain insight from this research. This research demonstrates that big data analytics can be applied to industries that may not appear to have anything in common at first. Although the healthcare and patent industries are very different, they both require and utilize technology and big data analytics for the same purposes. As business intelligence also relies on real-time access to information and early warning strategies, it can relate to a similar application of big data analytics as seen in healthcare and the patent industry. In this respect, any industry that requires similar features, access to mass amounts of data, and predictive capabilities will benefit from these research findings.

In this research, we proposed a framework of required features for the ideal big data analytics system. The table of required features can be viewed in the Analysis section “A Suggestion for Big Data Analytics Implementation.” This contribution adds value to the research field because our framework provides a higher level structure to facilitate understanding how to
implement big data analytics in the patent industry. Before our table of required features was created, there were no basic suggestions for building a big data system for the patent legal industry. Therefore, this framework can be utilized by future research in which a big data analytics system is built for patent industry practitioners.

4.2 Limitations and General Barriers for Implementation

There are existing barriers that must be considered before accepting implementation of a universal big data analytics system. They have the effect of increasing costs during the development stages. One barrier to consider is integrity of the stored information. Data integrity relates to the security, accuracy, and consistency of any data that is stored somewhere and accessed. If we use Python as the coding language, how can we ensure that the data will maintain its integrity? This is an important barrier to take into account because if the data loses its integrity, then it increases the risk of predictive analytics yielding a higher percent of error. For predictive analytics to be optimized, data must be secure, up to date, and free of any type of error. With regards to the security aspect of the universal system, it must be taken into consideration how individuals will be granted permission to add information to the system database. Can anyone who uses the service add to it, similar to Wikipedia? Or are a select few individuals permitted to add information and cases from around the world?

If the system is open source, then anyone can provide input and add information to the overall database. Although this is beneficial because it means the information will be constantly updated, it does increase security and integrity risks. Data can be added that is inaccurate, which would result in IP professionals creating reports and decisions based on faulty information. In some instances, this can be worse than not having access to the right amount of information.
Furthermore, a user can attach a virus to some of the inputted data. This can result in security breaches and threats, and a compromise on personal, and even government, information. This is a risk that heavily impacts all the system users, and therefore is considered a major barrier should the big data system be open source.

Another barrier pertains to the implementation of the system. We cannot quantify how many developers are required to build the platform. This is an aspect of project management that needs to be further studied. The maximum expenses allocated to the development team will dictate how many professionals can be hired and what tools can be used to achieve the ideal system. To put it into perspective, some of the required roles include analysts, visualizers, data collectors, data scientists, open source professionals, testers, programmers with experience in Python, security and network professionals, those with knowledge about the patent industry, and business professionals. A well-rounded A-team should encompass all the necessary roles to perform the project in stages in the most efficient manner. It might be beneficial to start this project by building subsystems geared towards the specific users in the patent industry.

These barriers can be overcome with a proactive team and proper project management. This research merely presents the barriers and suggests that they can be eliminated. It is not within our scope to outline exactly how the barriers can be eliminated, the difficulties in eliminating them, and what the definite costs for building and implementation consist of.

There are general limitations inherent in the suggested implementation. These limitations include, and were discussed in the table of required features, data and system verification, validation, and debugging, data integrity and conversion, redundancy, encryption, and security. Another general limitation is the maintenance of the system to ensure that it is the most real-time
as possible. Not all of these limitations are necessarily bad, however they do require more budget, time, and experts to be properly addressed.

Several limitations existed during our research. Because of a small budget and limited time, we could not build an actual analytics system to test. The major limitation while conducting this research is that there was not an abundance of available research and literature on big data analytics and its application to the legal industry. Because of this gap, we had to reach out to the healthcare industry, which is similar enough because of its need for real-time information, to learn from and create a clear line of sight between big data analytics and patent litigation. Furthermore, as a result of the lack of existing sources, this paper acts more as a foundation comprised of predictions and our thoughts on creating a bridge between big data analytics and patent litigation than a compilation of existing research proceeded by a hypothesis. In this respect, this is novel research that has little foundation in existing studies and applications. It is primarily a study composed of assumptions and suggestions for future research and implementation.

4.3 Suggestions for Future Research

Since the research we conducted is so new and creates its own foundation, there are several suggestions we can make for future research. The limitations we were faced with also make it easier to suggest how future research should be conducted to see more concrete results and bridge the gap between big data analytics and the patent industry.

Researchers can apply the findings in this study to the cases that may arise concerning technology patents. They can see if our predictions about big data’s effects on Apple v. Samsung would be similar for other cases. This presents a more solid foundation to support the implementation and creation of a big data analytics system. Future research can also be conducted
in the actual development of a big data analytics system. Data and computer scientists can try creating the system in Python and apply the types of algorithms discussed in the study. Then, the scientists can conduct real-world application with patent law firms to test whether or not the system is as beneficial as we predict it to be.

There is value in continuing the research and concepts presented in this study, primarily because of its novelty. Little to no studies exist to bridge the gap between patent litigation and big data analytics. Therefore, this presents a good foundation for future research to develop the concept and suggestions we present. It is important that we understand the applicability and effectiveness of big data to improve business intelligence in more than just one industry. That is why we conducted this research in the first place, and what we hope will be continued in the future.

This research may be extended to encompass other forms of litigation. Perhaps benefits can be reaped in bankruptcy law. If individuals can foresee the future of their financial standing, then maybe they can prevent having to file for bankruptcy. Currently, Lex Machina is working on expanding its analytics to encompass bankruptcy law (Lex Machina, 2014). Another form of litigation that may benefit from big data analytics is general trial law. Regardless of the lawyer’s specialty, if he is brought to court, it would be easier for him to access mass amounts of information that could potentially change the outcome of the case, predict how this one would unfold, collect the proper evidence and witnesses to counter the opponent, and favor the judge’s bias. In general, the research conducted that pertains to the patent industry is broad enough to also be applied to other forms of litigation. There is potential for growth, acceptance, and use of big data analytics in every legal specialty.

The ultimate goal of this research is to lead to an actual implementation of universal big data analytics in the patent industry. The table of required features that we created in the Analysis
is a condensed framework that suggests how someone in the future can build the proposed big data analytics system. We outlined the high level requirements in the table, which act like a road map that a team can use for implementation. Researchers can explore this supposed framework and required features in the future.

We hope this research served the purpose of educating practitioners in the legal, data, business, and healthcare industries about the applicability of big data analytics to different facets of a business's objectives. This is where some of the greatest value from this study will stem from, and we anticipate that professionals and scientists will conduct further research without facing the same barriers and limitations as we did. Our goal is that this research will lay the foundation for the development of a universal big data system for use by all patent industry practitioners.

4.4 Final Summary

This paper achieved the goal of providing a basis for why and what should be done about implementing a big data analytics system in the patent industry. Because of the existing application in healthcare and the similarities between the two industries through proactive planning and real-time access to information, we can bridge this gap. Therefore, it is probable that benefits reaped in healthcare from a big data system will trickle into the patent industry. This research also utilized *Apple v. Samsung* as a case study to highlight the flaws in the patent system. We use the case to demonstrate how its decision and the future of smartphone wars could have been altered by the use of big data analytics. Finally, suggestions for implementation were made, detailing some of the higher level requirements, such as using the Python programming language, developing encryption to ensure data integrity and security, and reducing redundancy of stored data.
Our ability to predict the actual effectiveness of such a system is limited by a lack in physical implementation. We cannot yield definite benefits for lawyers, patent examiners, judges, jurors, and inventors who would use the system. In addition, we cannot predict how long and the cost to create and implement the ideal universal system. Despite such limitations, we can safely assume that a similar transfer towards a reliance on big data evidenced in healthcare will appear in the patent industry. With more advanced resources, time, and technology, future research can enhance these findings.

Scientists can build a prototype big data system to test with industry practitioners. They can further test the effectiveness of technological aids to jurors and judges presiding over courtroom cases. Studies about the speed at which lawyers produce stronger cases can be accomplished. With increased technological resources, researchers can analyze how far in advance an early warning system will predict the future of a patent case. Finally, researchers can study how many more patent applications an examiner can thoroughly study or grant with the aid of big data. As one can see, there is more to study about this subject matter. We succeeded in presenting the foundation for more research, but because of resource limitations, we could not further investigate the ideas listed above.

Predictive analytics reaps numerous benefits for its users. Lawyers, patent examiners, inventors, judges, and jurors can experience these benefits with the implementation of a universal big data system. Developing this system will resolve discrepancies in the patent industry, from an overabundance of patent applications in the USPTO to settling infringement cases outside of the courtroom and to eradicating patent trolls altogether from the playing field. Conflict between existing patents and future inventions can be avoided, costs and time would be reduced in the event that litigation is unavoidable, and the future and legal ramifications of smartphone and general
technology would be more predictable. The costs are far outweighed by the benefits, as witnessed in the patent industry’s parallel: healthcare. It is only a matter of time before patent practitioners accept and pursue a reliance on big data analytics’ early warning, preventative, and predictive capabilities.
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